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We are now prepared to execute with neatness and
patch . every description of Job Work, such as

des 

C ir c u la r s , B ill- h e a d s , C a rd s, B la n k s ,
C a ta lo g u e s , P r o g r a m m e s ,
S h o p B il ls , L a b e ls , A u c t io n a n d H a n d
B i l l s , & c ., & c.
Particular attention paid to

P K IN T I N G IN C O L O R S ,
B R O N Z I N G . & .C .,

‘ What ye going to do with it ?’ asked Ly-I ‘ Poland, you must help me. I want to learn ious meeting with ‘ yours alone’ in the little
She got out of the chaise and movod towards
American Commerce and Cdristianitv in F a n n y F e r n o n t h e A m e r ic a n C r is is .
cottage outside the town—and perhaps not.
man.
I to he a farmer.’
her own door, wondering whether her husband T urret. We make the following interesting
Mr.
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darned (as stockings are darned, you know) if
Towards the close of the afternoon, a little alarmed at her absence, or scold her for her de Yoik Eveaing P ost:
barn cellar, and also enlarge the building by you can begin far more easily than I did, fur
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out of my main barn.’
! ‘ And Lyman commenced. The thousand seen hasti y walking thiough the street of the her little hand on the bell handle, and the with this place. Large quantities of American women, ladies, us, the delicious little blue-eyed
tremblers,
at whose tiny tootsicums you've been
town
where
the
house
of
Wilkins
4
Watkins
thought, ‘ Shall I tell him?’ passed like liglit- furniture is being biought out for sale. Amcri- '
‘ I declare, Poland, it’s too bad,’ said Lyman, dollars was nearly all expended in the work,
The following sketch of real life so plainly
exhibits a lesson which might he profitably fol pityingly. ‘ Here Iv e laid up over two bun- ’ hut in the end he lound himself the gainer, and was located, and her steps were evidently di niug through her mind, and the response came carriages, und especially harness, sell well here kneeling for nobody never knows how long—it’s
The furniture, however, is of an inferior quality os who have been and done it, and got you all
lowed by many of our people, that we give it dred dollars clear cash, and you are worse off, his dollars came back to liim with interest twice- rected towards the outer limits of the town.— as quickly.
The bell rang, and tripping lightly down the whilst good mahogany settees and sets ol chairs ' into debt, and stopped your hanks, aud mado
nothing—in debt. By the jingo, John, I ' told. He had learned a lesson which many Could tho disguise which concealed her have
to the reader simply as it occurred, only con than
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been penetrated, and the purpose which filled stairs she heard her husband's feet, who, open would command an immediate sale. It has al-1 your hills good for nothing but to light the
follow
with
see
yon
money
cealing the real names of the parties concerned. don't
the braiD of that hooded little figure been read ing the door, received her in his arms.
ready a high reputation in Constantinople.— I beastly cigars you’ve got on tick, ain't that the
And as the story bears its own moral we will Your barn is large enough—as large us mine is
a certain pretty-cottage in the outskirts would
• Where has my little wife been!’ he asked Large quantities of Yankee stoves are in tiie ' word? By Diana and the mischievous urchin
with double your land to empty into it. If I
not tire you with any ‘ reflections.’
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as, weaving his arm around her, he led her in market, aud sell well. American rum and Dan Cupid, that is what you've concluded to
John Poland and Anson Lyman bought farms lend you an hundred dollars what assurance
tain James Watkins, vhose cars were to ring to the parlor.
bandy (!) of the most villanous kind are iui- i come to, is it ’ And you call yourselves men !
adjoining each other. The land had formerly have I that I shall ever see it ! I'd rather let
BV B. P. SIllLLABER.
with the voice of her reproaches. It was Mrs
A cheerful fire burned upon the hearth, and ported by shiploads, and sold for the benefit oi - If I coul! blush, I ’d blush for you, but I calcu
been owned by one man who had carried on the it go where I know it is safe. I shouldn't want
Watkins—that
much
outraged
woman,—and
sitting
down
by
his
side,
she
looked
up
in
his
to
sue
you,
and
I
might
not
get
it
without.—
the wretched. Intemperance is fast taking hold ‘ late it wouldn't do you more good than empty
whole, employing a heavy force in the work.—
The firm of Wilkins St Watkins were very
When the two friends bought the land, it was Your farm is as good us mine, and you have no smart end enterprising —none better in the town her indignation was earnest and complete. The face, and told him the whole story—of her cu ol the higher, even more than the lower classes, ing my teapot into the almighty Niagara.
‘ And what have we, poor timid slaves, been
distance,
however,
Iron
her
home—
her
ruined
riosity that hud prompted her to read a letter and the poison imbibed is generally the afore
as equally divided as pos-ible ; and after the more need to be borrowing than I have—or you where they were located. They were both fine
iloing, if it please my lords and masters uf the
home, the scene of her blasted hopes and ex- which was n it her own, aud the consequent said rum. sometimes converted into bakki.
line o f separation had been run, those who had should't have.’
fellows—one married and one single. They pections—
Creation
tu certify. Let us hear our crimes,
to the cottage was very long, and fa jealousy, her resolution and its result—keeping
Some person in the United State is certainly
John Poland didn't say anything about the were very much alike in size, and in taste re
worked much on the land declared that they
would not give the ‘ toss of a eopper' for a two animals he had bought a year and a half garding dress ono was the counterpart of the tigue of b idy, whatever rovelists may say to the nothing back, except tiie secret which Wilkins hoaxing the credulous with accounts of the ex •anyhow. What! Buying too many robes, and
choice between the two farms. The old build before, and the calf they had yielded him, for other. They had been together so long, too, contrary, exerts a controlling influence over all had confided to her. Watkins listened gravely, tensive conversation of tho Alussulman popula spending too much in jewellery, and perfumes,
ings were almost useless, so new ones were which he had been offered within the week four that their manners assimilated. Did a customer feelings of the human mind—except love, which hut kindly, and when she had concluded, he tion of Constantinople to Christianity. Some and soap, and gloves, and flowers, and slippers
erected, and at the same time both men cum-, hundred dollars. He owned that amount of come in and address Watkins as Wilkins, or nothing can change. I kave consulted proper drew her towards him with a fonder love than of the American papers have even contained lor our dear little trotters. Those are the things
meneed farming in earnest. They were poor, stock over and above the st >ck owned by Ly Wilkins as Walkins, the answer was an exact authorities on this point, und am sustained in he had felt for her before she was tempted, for tho tale of the Bible being read iu almost all ol chat you are not ashamed to throw into our
having paid their last pennies lor the farms, and man. He turned the subject of conversation us fac simile of what the one for whom the ques saying that love—the real article, I mean, as lie felt how much she needed his aid in her the mosques here! The truth is that in the laces Grant me patience, gracious Japiter,
last twenty ye irs that missionaries have been in while I write such matters down. Why, a
being obliged to run some in debt to get stock quickly as possible, for ho wanted to hear no tion was intended would have given. And so diflerent hum spurious suit as the bottled cider weakness.
And this should be tho mauner of receiving this place, two Mussulmans have b.-eome Chris right minded man, not to siv American, would
more reasons from his friend for not lending, t|)iDgB weje w|ien the scene
w|lic,,'our story they sell at the shops is fron real apple juice—
and tools.
never changes. Fatigue worked a change iu the confidence reposed in us. We should not ti.ir.r, w ith tl>o,» r .u U l j e w h ile durin-' that down upon his marrow-bones to his wifo, and
In all respects the two men commenced evenly. him the money.
relates transpired.
h iu u 'jl v ihciiK h e r for h a v in g a l a ll e v e n ts g a t
That afternoon he went over to see the man
They were both married, and while Poland had
It was a chilly October afternoon that Wil the temper of her anger, and by the time she receive it in a spirit of harshness, and repel the period hundreds,—it might even he said thou
one son and two daughters, Lyman had one of whom he had bought this new stock, who kins & Watkins, having transacted a good lore- had arrive! in sight ol the cottage, she felt more loving impulse that draws the erring spirit to sands—of Christians have become Alussulmans; some pleasure out of his money while it lusted.
And she, if she was a dear, warm, kind, affec
wards
our
own.
Did
we
properly
understand
and
the
feeling
of
animosity,
and
hatred,
and
like
crying
than
scolding,
and
sitting
down
up
lent him the money he needed very readily.
daughter and two sons.
noon’s work went their respective ways to their
‘ What a fool!’ said Lyman, as lie saw the respective dinners—Wilkins to his hotel, and on a stone, in the gathering dust, she indulged and practice this, there would he fur less double contempt of Alussulmans against Christianity tionate, sweet, good, darling little rib (as we all
‘ L iok ye.’ said Lyman, as the two sat to
•ire
till you make us more t'othei), would say
gether alter their farming operations were com carpenters at work tearing away one whole side Watkins to the boEom of his family. Watkins in a lew t-ars. deeming herself at that moment dealing iu the world, and more Candor. Mrs. is as deeply seated as it was one hundred years
menced, * 1 have set my mark to aim at. I'm of his neighbor's barn, preparatory to adding was a happy man in this regard. lie had a about as wretched a little woman as could be- Watkins decided rightly, aud he, like a true ago. If any changes has taken place iu this to him, shaking her lovely curls ever his face,
Sun,
or ‘ Bill,’ or * Aleihiades,’ as the case
leeling, it must be attributed to fear ; for the
received the confession rightfully.
apartment
capable
of accommodating
forty
determined, if I have my health, to lay up a an
pretty llittle
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and Leverything
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him clas3 imagined. She felt very lonely, and any one man,
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Next morning he entered his counting room late presence oi the allied troops certainly h is might bo, ‘ 1 forgive you,’—and I don't know
snUj, could be. He waa ag sure of a seeing her thus, who would not he disposed to
thousand dollars, clear of everything, in live five head of cattle. However, Poland worked ‘n '
I ray I don’t kuow, hut if he looked very
years.’
on, and tried in vain to get his neighbor to lis- j wann welcome as he was of a warm dinner, cowhide the perfidious Watkins, must be devoid with a letter in his hand, addressed tu Iiis part imposed somewhat upon the otherwise fanatic penitent
indeed, and was a handsome fellow—I
ner. It contained the mischievous letter, and Turk. The cases where the Bible is read by
• Tnat is rather a short time for such a pur ten to some of his advice.
which he had ordered of the provision man as of chivalry indeed.
don’t
know, hut she might just—there, it's out
Alussulmans
must
be
few,
and
in
tho
mosques,
the
words,
‘
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dear
sir,
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seeert
is
safe,
A
light
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from
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of
the
cot
‘
Don
t
talk
to
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Lyman,
at
the
end
|le
cain0
a,ongHe
kn0W
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waoted
pose.’ returned Poland.
give
him
a kiss. Ah, and a good one too—
• Not a bit,' cried the other, enthusiastically. of the second year.
I ve gor four hundred ; t0 tbat a p.dr op wj,ite aruls would he thrown tage for a inomeut, and a beautiful figure was hut mine has become my husband’s.’ Wilkins none ; and the assertions otherwise are as in
not one ot the touches that wouldn’t in ike a
• I'm not going to wear my hack-bone away for dollars at interest. How much have you got i arounj his neck as lie opened the front door, and seen to draw down the curtain. Mrs. Watkins showed the lines to Watkins, and in order to correct as they are indiscreet.”
dew-drop absquatulate from a rose-leaf, but
nothing. I'm going to lay up money.'
* A thousand or so, returned the other.
: b
,)0 ,hought, Julia’s - th u t was his wife's —the quussi widow, who felt us if she had al remove the impression of mystery that environed
A Queer Wat to Catch a Bear.—A thick one ns if she meant it. But the notion of a
‘ So 1 hope to do," said Poland, ‘ hut money
*?vi " hat do you mean
name—sister might be there to take dinner with ready embarked on her solitary voyage over the the matter in the mind of his partner, he con
isn't the first consideration.’
‘ Why, all the money I have laid out on this them or, perhaps, Julia's father and mother had stormy waves, of time, looking back to a pleasant fessed the widow, and received the congratula and strong piece of whalebone, about four inch husband charging his ruin upen one of those
of the happy Watkins.
es broad and two feet long, is rolled up into angels, who in tiie disguise of wives, float about
‘ W hat's the reason it 1^1'tP asked Lyman, place is oil interest.’
dropped in to take potluck with them, in either hay hritu full of light houses, from which her tions
The next week’s ‘ Watch Tower of Freedom a small compass aud carefully enveloped in your homes, and fill tne air with essence of Par
‘ If you have money you can have everything. ‘ Oho—ah, ha, ha, ha,—and now how much ease it great pleasure. So he went along hum bark had een swept by the ruthless gale of
man’s falsehood—started up, and felt new reso and Palladium of Liberty’ made the following blubber, forming a round ball. It is then plac-d adise— well, there!
Money is the key that unlocks all doors—the interest have you realized!’
ming to himself the new sir—
' In Course its all our doing too. No Iittlo
lution steal into her little heart as she gazed up announcement:—• Married, on Tuesday last, at in the open air, at a low temperature, where it
card that admits you to all places. O ! give me
*So far I’ve let it all run at compound inter‘The dearest spot on earth to me
on the form of the one she was convinced was Elm Cottage. G. W. Wilkins, Esq., ol the firm soon becomes hard and frozen. The natives trifle of extravagance on your side the table.—
a thousand dollars, and I ’ll be content.’
est—put tne interest right in with the princiNothing
about p iker, or any other little game.
Is
home,
sweet
home.*
her rival. She dried her tears with her renew of Wilkins & Watkins, to Mrs. Anna Green, armed with their knives, hows and arrows, to
• So I must have a thousand doll irs,’ remark- pie, and there it lies.’
Nothing about racing or bets on horses to be
ed Poland ; and then the conversation took
‘ Yes, and there it will lie, I don't believe you
Mr. Wilkins was a single man, and rather ing strength, and stood looking at the house— relict of the late Capt. Invisible Green, U. S. N. gether wita this froz.-n bait, proceed iu quest sent over to England, to have their hearts bruken
another turn.
can raise fifty dollars now in cash.’
prided himself on being su. He went to his I at the window—where the light still shono upon The happy couple immediately started on a bri ol Bruin, As soon as the animal is seen, one by the cheating ol John Bull's jockeys, or to be
of the hunters deliberately discharges an arrow
One day a man came along who had 6ome
* You are right, Lyman —I could not raise it hotel with a swinging gate, bowing occasionally ’ the curtain. A moment after and a chase drove dal tour.’—Huston Sat. Eee. Gaz.
at it, the monster, smarting form this unprovok poisoned by dukes and marquises for fear the
splendid young cattle. They were of a pure without selling something which I do not wish as some familiar face met his view, and smiling ; past where she stood and stopped before the
Stars and the Stripes should hang the old coun
English breed, or rather a cross between two of at present to part with.’
very sweetly upon such young ladies of the j door. She saw the man get out and secure the
'.IP' From the following, our readers will learn ed assault, pursues the party, then in lull re try on its own tuil. No oysters und portwine,
horse
to
a
post,
and,
tiie
door
opening
on
the
• I thought so. But take your own way.’
treat, until meeting with the frozen blubber,
the best breeds ever imported, and came very
number as he chanced to know. lie was a very j
that
the
late
attempt
to
recover
the
submerged
dropped in his path, lie swallows it and contin and such like, in inkeying the aristocrats of
high. Poland saw him passing and halted him. ' Ere long Anson Lyman was astonished to find gallant young man, and hud the reputation of instant, a flood of light from within revealed to
O if friend w is anxious to grow a fine slock, that his neighbor had subscribed for a third po oeieg a very great favorite among the fair young ' her gaze the false man whose heart she had Atlantic cable has resulted in the recovery of ues tho pursuit, doubtless lan.-ying that there Britain. No chests of cigars as big as umbrel
und he knew that he must commence iu tile p-r, besides buying a lot of books for bis chil- ladies of the place, bv whom lie was regarded demined her own exclusive property. Ah, Wat she inshore cable and fifty three miles of the must be more where it came lrom. The effects las. No Gunticklers, and Neck-twisters, and
Brandy smashes, and Bulismilk, arid Tonguedren.
right way.
as a very eligible match, lie indulged in no ! kins ! She saw him trip up the steps that led ocean wire. The remainder will probably he of the chase and the natural heat of the hodr scrapers ; nor any other ol your nasty excuses
cause the blubber to thaw, when the whalebone
Toe owner of the stock said he was willing to
" hat s the use he said, as he eat in his Idreuus of a welcome beyond that which a land to the front door, and in a moment more her
for
liquoring when you're ashamed to call out,
recovered
next
spring.
We
wish
success
to
thus freed, springs hack, producing great mis
sell, hut he must have his price. He had a line neighbor s front room, and saw a large pile oi iurj extends to his boarders, no comfort beyond j ears were assailed by a volley of sounds denoting
young pair, male and female, two years old, books on the shelf. ‘ 1 want my children to j bja after dinner cigar. But he thought he was a weleorn ■ more warm than platonic feeling every effort toward the prosecution of the noble chief, and obliging the beast to discontinue like free citizens ol the noblest empire in the
world,
lor what you really mean. No opera—
which lie would sell for two hundred dollars.— learn to work—not to he spending their ti i liappy, and who else had a right to say anything would prompt.
the pursuit,—lie falls down, helpless, writhing
telegraph enterprise.
She was concealed from their view by the
Poland offered his note on six months, together overbooks They get schooling enough when about i t ?
in agony, and his existence is soon terminated, boxes that ain t always filled with your own
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wives,
hut
arc sometimes sent as presents to
with a hill of sale of the cattle as security.— our school is opeu.’
[Lieut. Armstrong’s Expedition tu the Arctic.
Watkins was not disappointed. On arriving shrubbery and the surprise was such that she
somebody elac’s—same remark as to shawls and
The owner was satisfi.d. and the bargain was
• So I mean that my children shall learn to at the home he was singing about, lie was m e t was irresolute lor a moment as to how she Plymouth (Nov. 14) Correspondence of the London Times.
tainkets, my m isters. Oh, no! nothing of all
The North of EuropeSteam Company’s packet
made. The animals were brought home, and work,’ returned Poland ; • hut that shall not at the door by the bright Lee that had met him should ae . She had failed to provide hersell
Missionaries K illed in I ndia.—the follow
Poland was not disappointed in his purchase.
prevent them Iroin becoming well educated. I for the year that had transpired since their with a dagger or any other murderous weapon, Leipsic. Captain Rivers, which has been employ ing is a list of the missionaries known to have this. Ask about these things and the lords of
* Phew,' broke from Lyman's lips, as he heard would rather leave them with good health, good house-keeping days, and tile warm arms enclosed and hence a tragedy was nut of the question.— ed recovering the submerged cable, arrived here been killed since the commencement of tho mu creation are as mute as a dead nigger in a coal
hole. But tiiere's something in all this, notthe price which his neighbor had paid for the characters, and educated, than with thousands Iiis neck like a parenthesis, and the warm lips— I’here was, amid the whirl of emotion that filled this morning and proceeded to Keyha o yard — tiny in India :
■Iitlistanding, I swear it by the memory of Sc,
new stuck. - Two hundred dollars lor a two- of dollars each, minus the education.’
well, the warm lips had some pretty word of her, strange to say, no feeling of hated lor the flic operation was commenced by Air Bright, Rct. W. II Ilivcock,
Cawnpore.
Propag. Soc, Washington.
year-old bull and heifer! Why—what on earth
‘ Oho! That’s the way you meant to lav up welcome to give him that had a peculiar smack false Watkins. Tho reproach intended for him the engineer, on the 22-1 ult. The heavy inshore , Rev. II, Cockney,
do
do
• But come, girls, up and be doing! If we’ve
Rev.
J.
E.
Freeman,
Futteghur,
Aiu.
Pres
Mis.
c mid you have been thinking of, Poland 1 Why a thousand dollars ; to have it in huuks, and pa- to it in th J little dark entry-way where he hung she had air -ady transferred to the woman whom cable was uuder-run from the station at Valencia Rev. 1). E Campbell,
done the mischief, (and my lords say so, and
she felt had drawn him from his allegiance, but on a catauiaraui, formed of a timber fruming Rev. A. I). Johnson,
— 1 wouldn’t have given seventy five diliars for pers, and new tie-ups, and such like.’
his top eoat.
therefore,
of course, it must be so) we must re
R. Mneniullin
’em no how. M v cows will give as much milk ‘ You shall see when the time is up.’
They were alone, and she told him all the lit she could not he brought to hate the man she bearing a saddle fixed between two long iron Rev. T.
Macny,
We 11 have a good time. They’ve
Delhi,
Bap. Mis. Soc. pair it
and make us much butter and cheese. I tell ‘ We shall,' returned Lyman, as be turned tle domestic incidents that had transpired dur had loved so well—that she felt bIio still loved huovs. This was towed by the steamer. At a ! Rev
Rev. A. R. Aubbard,
Propag. Soc. shown that they ain’t up to the pace required
you plainly yau'll never see that thousand dol- towards home
ing the day around home, of which there are maugre all his duplicity. The closing door left distance of five miles, which was attained on ; Rev I) Sandya.
iu
these
go-ahead
days, so now we’ll try our
Rev
R.
Ilnnier,
Sealcote
Scotch Kirk.
lara if you launch out in that way.’
Mr. Lyman had not fully realized how much always so many—about the maiden aunt who her standing in the shadow—in rniud as well us the .31st of ’ictober, the gales having interfered
Shahjehanpore.
Addil. Clergy. iuek L i them he off to 3 iratoga or Sarah anywith the work, the bearings were taken, and Itev. J. Maccallum
* But. my dear sir, I am determined to have corn Poland had received from tho land he had had come into town to do some shopping, and body.
io
Jy
they
like.
"
e conclude to take the busi
!
Lillies
and
children
killed:
Mrs.
Haycock,
Airs. W itkins brought her body from out the the wire was attached to three chain cables,
the best 6tuek 1 can get," returned Poland ear- manured so heavily and so carefully; and on the what a grand laugh she had about her beating
nestly ; ‘ for (hose farmers who have made the second year he only noticed that iiis neighbor down the shopkeeper, aud giving him twice as shadow, hot she thought, the shadow from her fitted with buoys, at a short distance apart, for j M rs. Coekey, Mrs. Freeman, Mra. Campbell, ness in hand. Yes, Siree. We 11 begiu by
m.iking
one
big
bonfire
in Broadway of all their
most money have male it from stock. I assure had ' extraordinary good luck" with his wheat, much, after all, as the purchase was worth, and heart like the beak ol the Raven in Poe’s poem, connexion with the ocean line to be laid next with twu children; Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Mae- !
you it is one of the greatest fai inge our farmers getting about ninety bushels from three acres how a blind hegger woman came ;o the door would lie lifted nevermore. As she stood g az in g spring, when operations will recommence. On i mullin, Mrs. Hunter, M rs. Thompson of Delhi, I) inks and hills and botheration, and the gallant
have that they are content with small, poor But he had occasion to open iiis eyes on the with a little girl leading her, poor and cold and iip.in the window, where she supposed her in T h iiis d u y , the 5th inst, after the wind had j widow ot the Rev. T. Thompson ; Miss Thoinp- firemen of New York (iiir nobler fellows, as I
have siid elsewhere, than anv ol the haughty
cattle, when, by a little trouble and expense, third year
how she couldn’t help crying over the little she famous lord was sitting in guilty dalliance with abated, the steamer went 10 miles out, grappled . sun, Miss Grace Thompson. The mission prop
they could haye much better.”
, One evening just at sundown, he went over bad given her, and how the poor woman invoked his Dalilaa, a white hand reached outside the the light Cable, and commenced hauling in, erty d e s tro y e d is estimated at tho value of .ristocracy of England, or tl e Upper Ten either)
shall
see that wo don't set the city afire Then
$70,800.
Of
this
heavy
loss,
by
fi
ir
the
greater
‘ My stock answers my purpose, at any rate.’ into Poland's held where th e men were just fin- a blessing on her, which she really believed had curtain and raised the sash. As the bee pounces with the -lid of a small engine on deck, which
resumed Lyman. ‘ I can't afford to pay two , ishing raking up the three-acre piece where the been answered in the happiness she had received upon a r- se in June, as a hen hawk dashes was calculated, with the machinery attached, to portion fails upon the English Church Alission- ive’ll take business into our own keeping, and
whip
me for -i fool if by next Fall everything
hundred dollars for a pair of two-year-olds, and grain had been the year helore—tne first piece and about the organ grinder, and the little ped among a Dock of chickens, as a horsclly darts draw about two miles per hour, in fine weather, ' ary Society, and the American Presbyterian Mis- :
slick and slivery. No more loaning, and
one o' them a heiler at that, when lor fifty dol- the present owner had plowed up and dressed
lar girl with the buttons, and new servant at upon his prey, as a mosquito with angry impur and a mile and a quarter when there was much i siou. The former loses £32,01)1), and the latter aint
liscounts, and pretests (except about our beauty,
lars 1 can buy one of the best cows in the
‘ Been poling some nay- on there, Baid Ly the parsonage who threw the potato pal ings into tunity thrusts in his hili, so did Mrs. Watkins sea on. About 53 miles of the ocean wire—and £20,000.
-ill, girls1) and all that bletherumskite. ns the
man, as he siw the huge bunches ol hay nearly the well. What a story there was to tell about avail herself of tho oppirtunity of listening, the remainder of the inshore cable, about five
country.’
poor
Irish exiled patriots prettily call it. Wo
aflorded
by
that
open
sash,
aud
she
crouched
lay
miles—were
thus
recovered.
At
a
quarter
past
as thick as they could stand.
The
B
ingor
Union
says,
the
boars
having
* You have a right to your own opinions.
everything; and how pleasantly Walkins sat and
•No—ibis was all cut lrom these three acres,' listened, all the while the dinner was being it as a cat might he supposed to watch by a -I o'clock on Friday, the Oth instant, when a monopolized much attention lately, the wolves ; will have the almighty dollar n iked in all its
* Aye—and i'll haye my thousand dollars,
-ilver
loveliness, and he shall be wrapped up in
mouse
hole.
There
was
a
sound
of
tinkling
heavy
swell
and
sea
prevailed,
the
wire
parted.
relurned
Poland.
now
claim
notice.
On
Wednesday
night
la-t.
too,’ laughed Lyman, as he turned away.
eaten, with the keenest relish. Watkins never
Lyman counted the bundles, and then estima- had achieved a meal that was more cheerful, and glasses within, and other indications o f an The bottom there was rocky, and it is not im as Air. Alitchell was driving a mail wagon on n ' paper of any kind. That's our basis, our
It was only a week after this that the canDeclaration
of Independence, and we'll fight
vasser lor an agricultural newspaper stopped at ted their aver ge Weight, and upon reckoning after dinner, as he kissed his little rosy wife for agreeable evening, while soft voices modulated probable that the wire, which is capable of bear the hack Calais route, from Bed lington to the
Lyman's house ; but the host couldn’t afloid to up he -ound that the land had yielded not far a dessert. I,e averred that he did not believe a to a whisper, said many tender and unintelligible ing a strain of four tons, was broken by the next stopping place, tw-ntv miles from Bangor, any number of Bunkers Hills upon it Hail,
Columbia,
happy
land, the gals have took your
take it
'[rout four tuns lo the acre! He had just got in happier dog than himself existed within a goud things, a wold here and there of which alone uneven ciiaracter of the ground ; the drift of the being without passengers, his team was beset
steamer making very little way with the wind by a pack of wolves. They were about a dozen j cause in hand. What do you say to thal, my
‘ Hadn't you better ' said his wife.
the two acres which lie had first dressed upon many day’s journey. He ventured to say that she was able to make out.
cats.
“ Faxxt Fern.”
‘ What if my partner knew of this !’ she on her quarter would tend to bring a heavy iu number and came on tierce and noisv. Alitch- ;
‘ No. We take the Village Pickings, pub- the new firm, and lie had obtained short of two he thought Wilkins was standing featfnlly in his
stiain upon the cable if it lay in a eleft. The ell, however, drove up briskly, which he had no !
lished in our own town, and that's enough.— tuns per aero ! He knew that Poland had got own light, in not getting married, and hinted heard him say.
Now that • partner’ she knew meant her, and weather was very rough and unsuitable for the ' difficulty in doing, as the horses were quite as - The I nequalities of J ustice.—Wm. S. TuckYou know what I told you, Holly—I must have ten bushels moreol wheat per acre than he had „r ,ye|y that lie must give him a talking to
that thousand dollars !'
done, and also more corn.He began to think ; i . Julia,’said he, ‘one of my gloves has a rent that m o m e n t she would have given all the world work—the Atlantic swell being always heavy I much frightened as himself. As they pressed ; ertuan, who stoic 3250,000 from tiie Eastern
■Then you won't take
it!’ said the agent. hut yet he would not lethis money go lor any jn jc> which Iwish you would repair ; youdon’t not to know what she did, and all the world to at this season ; aud the recovery oi the rem un hard upon him and glared their eye balls and 1Railroad Corporation, while Treasurer, aud
der must he postponed until next spring, when I gnashed their teeth about him, he let go the I 30,000 or 7,000 from the P. S. & P. Railroad
* No sir Can't afford it. But there's my such ‘ experiments ’ upon his place.
want y„ur husband to look shabby, you know, have known it provided she had not.
‘ No matter about your partner,' she heard a small steamer will he sent to meet the Aga contents of a rifle which laid out ono of the Co , and who has recently been detected in ex
neighbor Poland—he’ll take anything that anyThe live years came around, and Anson Ly- you will find it in the right p icket of my coat.’
body offers him.’
mao went on that day and sold fourteen bushels
She, like a very dutiful, beautiful, sweet little I the female voice say, a little pettishly; think of memnon, and to assist in making the splice with hungry crew, and for the time checked their tensive mail robberies, lias been at large cn
pursuit. This was providentially near the stop hail; while Edward Hodgkins for stealing a ca
the shore end.
* I've called on him, sir, and lie told me I’d of corn in order to get fourteen dollars to put wife us she was, went to the coat as it hung on me now
‘ Chink of you !’ ho replied ; • you are always
It is very satisfeatory to know that the sub ping place, upon arriving at which, the driver nary bird and cage, was sentenced to two years’
better stop here, lie said you were taking no with nine hundred and eighty-six dollars which jta peg jn the entry, and reaching down into
merged wire hears no appearance of injury, and is sai l to have been pretty well overcome with imprisonment in the State Prison, and Leonard
agiicultur.il paper.’
. he had at home.
i the pocket to find the glove, she touched some- present in my thoughts by night and day,’
• Do yo i lovii me better than anybody else!’ the whole of the recovered cable Can be used excite nent and fright. Wolves and hears are Allen for breaking and entering the house uf
* Hid lie subsetibe !’
I * ell, Poland, I ve got the prize ! said Ly- tbjng of a paper kind thatdeeidedly to her touch
again. There is, of course, a little rust on the very plenty on this back route and very audac William Blair of Falmouth, and stealing there‘ Y’es—aud paid me the money.’
man, entering the former’s ham in the after- re,emhled a letter. She took it out with the the fciiiul voice asked.
• By thi.se lips 1 vow you are the one of all twelve wires which protect the inshore cable, ious.
‘ 1 tell ye. Daily, P.dard's thousand dollars noon It was early spring, just fiveyeais from g|ove, and as her work basket was ug stairs she
lin m SI25. was sentenced to hard labor in the
but on rubbing with the finger they become
’ll come out minus—now you mark my words ’ the day on which they bought. ‘ I’ve got the ■Jjmugli she would mend the rent there, while others that I can love.’
State Prison lor fi’cc years !
Dolly L-.uian said nothing, for she was troub- thousand dollars ; now what have you g o t‘
Watkins was enjoying his newspaper. It was I And th n followed sounds as though, to seal bright again ; none of the gutta percha coatings
W ill or Sf.tu Grosvenor.—The will of Seth
led at that moment by the thought that her
' " -11—1 have, not lar lrom lour hundred eurioaity—a passion that has clung around poor ; the vow lie had made, he had kissed the hook he are disturbed, and the tarring of the wiro seems Grosvenor was admitted to probate on Monday,
Sudden Death of the Editor of the New
husband was exercising a spirit of penurious- dollars in money.’
,
i humanity with a pertinacious strength from the swore by. This was too much for the nerves ol to have stood exceedingly well. In manufactur by Surrogate Bradford, of New York. In the
ness which looked mean ; but she did nut say
* Aha—I thought so.’
,
. be,rjnnjng ; that prompted her to take tho letter) the Widow Wjtkins. She went to the front ing the inshure cable an outer wire would oc will are tho following previsions : To sell all 1Y'ore Day Book.—N. B Stimson. editor and
so.
• But, Anson Lyman, said Poland, almost| bu[ when alone liy herself she reflected before I door, turned the handle, which mado no noise, casionally break, when tiie part was lashed his real estate lying within the State of N ew i proprietor of the Day Book, died suddenly yes•Hallo! what ye doing’’ cried Lyman, as he sternly, ‘ are your eyes not opened yet ?’
she opened it, and laid it on the table. She! and stood in the entry. The light streamed round with smaller wire. These lasliiDgs are York, ten thousand dollars to be appropriated io | tcrJay, P. AL, while on iiis way to Cyprus Hil!a
saw Polaud commencing to run a fence ueruss
‘ Opened! " hat d ye mean 1’
proceeded to mend the glove, still thinking of i through t o key hole o f the door in which the also undisturbed.
the purchase of lots in Greenwood Cemetery, L I. Mr Stimson was on his way home in the
The telegraphic cable in the Agamemnon is or i.i Hudson, as his executors may elect ; a Ling Is1ind cirs, when the sad occurrence took
his field
* " ell, 1 mean that my farm, to-day, will sel tbe ]otter, asking herself should she open i t !— ; guilty ones were seated. She hesitated not a
moment
hat
bursting
open
the
door
violently
parsing
at
the
rate
of
about
a
mile
per
hour
‘ I'm going to throw out just half of this for one thousand dollars more than yours will. | |-0arjng j t wouid bu wrong to do so, and at last\
handsome granite or marble tomb to he erected place. He entered the cars full of li'e and
from her hold to tiie tanks. It goes through a thereon, and this to bo reserved for a family licilth. hut had not proceeded on Iiis j mrney
field iot i pasturing,’ returned Poland.
Look at my hay-mow There are nearly twenty determining that she would. It was a letter olj she stood in the snug little illuminate parlor.
‘
O
il,
J
u
l
i
e
s
!
James
!’
cried
she
in
a
tone
ol
composition of tar, pitch, linseed oil and bees vault. Five thousand dollars were appropnat more tinin a mile, when the hand of death came
‘ W hat! ' exclaimed Lyman, hardly able to tuns of hay ; you have not ten. And, mind wbicb the envelope had been destroyed, and a
believe what he had heard -Throw off half you, I have five head of cattle more than you i g|auce al the first page assured her it was in a anguish as she saw the two sitting on a sola, he wax. and is coiled in circles so Compact as to ed for funeral charges ; ten thousand dollars to upon him. The conductor of the train saluted
of your fi-Id ! Why—that won't leave you nave. Next season 1 shall cut more hay from fdlua|e |,anj. At that instant her husband's; with Iiis arm around the woman's waist and a prevent the admission of air. About 250 miles ho given to his executors, in place of legal fees him just previous to the cars entering the tucnel;
when they emerged at the other end, the de
with more than twenty acres to till.’
twelve acres, which I have now regenerated, |uot was heard upon the stair, and placing the table before them set with a luxurious regard are landed, and there are a thousand yet on To his sister Eliza, S40,0J0^St*Ui G. House,
$5,000 •
20,000'Grosvenor Starr,
5,000 ceased was found sitting lifeless in Iiis seat. It
* I know it,—and that s all I want. 1 am than you will cut upon your whole forty acres ; j |aner under her basket, she gave him his glove, fur good cheer. She sunk into a chair, buried i hoard. In order to facilitate the departure of Lucia Seymour,
10,000’
Aim
G.
Kin",
6,000
|
is
supposed that di.-ease of the heart was the
her
face
ia
her
hands
and
indulged
iu
another
the
Niagara
for
New
York
her
wiro
was
dis
ny time and energies and you know iny hay is, worth far m ire a and b0 went away bidding her good bye.
determined not to waste my
Dt-cniilp, 2,000 cause ol Iiis sudden and untimely demise.—.V.
of g rie f.
charged with greater rapidity, and a portion of The children of tlorneliii35,000 Gri
in swinging a scythe over forty acies of land pound than your hay is. I told you I had five
Lyine-iii A.svlm
10,1)00
‘ He is a dear, good soul,’ said she, • and it is uical
Y.
Herald, Dec. 1st.
‘ Mrs. Watkins !’ cried the gentleman start i it is now passing a second time, but more slow30,0001 Im . Bihle Sueictv,
10,01)0
alter five ami twenty tons of hay when I can get more head of cattle than you had. For these almost like doubting him to read this letter —
ivenor,
20,000 lin. Iloiiic Miss..
10,000
his leet
i ly, through the composition, to make its appliforty tons from
five
20.ii -' la i Culiiniz'ii Sni-ico 10,000
---- twentyj acies.’
, creatures
, , i ,, I can, twithin
i . six hours,
I take seven But of
ol course it can t he anything lie
he woum
would not ingAttothe
sound of his voice, Mrs. W a'kins lift ! cation more complete, An nspaalted roof c n• crazy as a March hare! muttered Lyman, hundred dollars cash ; hut no such money can
t|)
cour.e ;i(J, ■°and witll tbia
A whistling match came off nt Mokdumno
I’urter,
5,000 1‘res Uuir.l nf Eilnc’i 10,1100
5,h(io \ V tlietnririil Soc., lo.uoo Hill. California, not long ago. Two whistlers
S he turned away.
. purchase them of me Ah. Lyman you have
8()e ti)(jk tne ,utter ,n ’her hanJ
in ed up her face, illuminated with a glad surprise, lers the tanks, which are securely caulked tu in Alihv A. Gi
>,000 Deal iiii-l iliniih A s'lil 10,000
m'rles I’- Hi
lore long Lyman w ,s .net by another surprise been saving money, hut you I. ive t.kcn it from
.r|je
)c(j
her
tu|.Q d(jadlv and met the gaze of Mr. Wilkins, who with a sure the entire saturation of the cable with the Eli-lia
commenced
at half-past nine in tiie evening,
10,000 \gi-il lmli
W. T.-ii -kle,
ciles 10,000
He was at the hotel in the village, one day. and your far.n without returning anything for it
air stooJ gazing upon her.
solution, which will effectually prevent any T h u m is G . T iil.-i.tt, 10,000 Sue fur A
and kept it up till ten minutes of two the next
pale, and iu an instant the mere suggestion ol perplexed
‘ To what are we indebted lor this visit, Mrs. i oxidation from setting in. Tho powder maga l-'re,l.-rii-k G S in iile v lO.IJUh Conilitiuii uf .lews. 10,000 morning, when one of them caved in, and was
theie , learned
that
liia
neighbor
Poland
had
en
‘
Never
mind—I’ve
got
my
thousand
dollars,
7
,
_
: .
. 1 1.1 ... lo-h
idle curiosity
transformed into in- Watkins ! ’ asked he in a manner far lrom de
,
3,000 Am Similar- S.-h'l Sue. 10.000
- J II'....
. . . .. . my
---- rfarm, as
..a good
__ „1i ..o
Cl.,nxi(! had1Ierbecomeweru
zine on the north side of the Keyhiiui Docks i> S,-|I| III
gaged all their manure for four years ; and that and
ve got
as 1.
it was .k..
the day
. , ,rt her eyes
3 000 Am Tract Sncirlv.
10,000 force! to stretch iiis mouth in all sorts of shapes
lighted, and turning to the lady, he introduced filled with the machinery, hawser, buoys, lamps Godfrey Grosvenor(br)75,0 0 Her. Library Assuc'a 10.000 to get the " pucker ” taken out of it. lie "a l
he was to pay lor it in wood and butter, and I bought it.
were
w] [h a
|arfl u
t|l„
Maieia
Abbe
(sister)
7.5,000
histitatiuii fur the Blind 10,000
and other stores appertaining to the enteiprise. Sell) G. Babcock,
cheese, and such other articles of produce us
‘ Not quite, Lyman,
i.emnn
' ■ • Mrs. Green to Mrs. Watkins’ very formally.
b,.r forul trembled violently, and the poorr little
10,000 New Turk Iluspital, 1.5,1*00 lowed” Iiis lips felt “ like they was the toe of
At once the shame uf her position broke in
an old boot, with a large hole in it.”
miylithe wanted
ow so
thing came nigh swooning under the pressure upon
Corporation of Buffalo, ten thousand dollars
tho mind ot Mrs. Watkins, liow could
You
. 6 ,.
, " overpowered her. I here ...
Dolly, what do you suppose Poland has been
, , ve taken off Iwo hundred cords of “good of,. leeling
that
wa6. a she account satisfactorily lor her being there’ The religious press is advocating quite strong for a public library building, and thirty thou
wood.
and done now ’’
letter, written in a female hand to her husband, how for the violence of her entrance! how for ly the practice of congregational singing.— sand collars to provide trie same with hooks.
Short Credit among Drug Merchants. - -A
‘ Well—so you took off some.’
‘ I don't know, I ’m sure,’ returned the wife,
Board of Education, New York, thirty thou meeting of the importers and j >hbers of drugs,
Aye—hut wliat 1 to o k from my wood lot I beginning wi.b ‘ My dear, dear, Dear W.,’ and l:er excitement ’ But the honesty of her na Zion's Aduncate says : ‘‘ Congregational sing
looking up.
ending, ‘ yours, alone, Anna.’ Tne letter Was
is practiced in five or more of the churches sand dollars, the interest to furnish hooks for &c.,jn N-w York, was held on Thursday, to
Well, I’ll tell you. He's been and engaged put hack upon my field. I did not take it lrom of the most tender character, burning all up ture would notallow her to exeuse herscli by a ing
consider the propriety of reducing their credit
and she told them with many tears in this citv (New*York), and so far as we learn tiie Free Academy.
all the manure made at the tavern stables for the farm.’
with its own fervor, glowing with loving inten- falsehood,
The residue of Air. Grosvenor's cstato to go system lrom six to four months. A resolution
the whole story, nut concealing even the fact of to the general gratification ol the congregations
the next tour years, and he’s got to haul wood,
Mr Lyman went away with new thoughts
istv.
and
nrosoosing
a
meeting
at
a
little
cotta
In
our
own
opinions,
this
is
the
only
proper
to
his
family
connections.
was adopted, recommending that all engaged in
the letter that sue lound in her husband’s pock
and let his butter and cheese go to pay for i t !'
Time passed on, and at the end of anotl.er five
Tho will appoints Setli II. Grosvenor, and Seth tho business adopt tiie lour instead Of the six
et. A light at this seemed to break upon Wil mode ol conducting this part of public worship,
kins, whoste -ped to the cornor where his coat and we should hail with pleasure tho day of its Grosvenor Babcock, Esquires, executors to iiis months credit system, as best calculated to pre
vent losses and inconvenience in the trado.
reposed, and holding it up to the light tele in its general adoption. ” The Congregational Jour estalo.
pockets and drew out several papers, on open nal (Concoad, N. II ) says of the singing io one
corn every"year, and that's"enough,’ said Ly- dred dollars was the least any'one of them her little fiiot on the carpet, she crumpled the ing one of which it proved to he a hill of gro of the churches in that city, Thanksgiving Day:
Murder of a Massachusetts Man in Califor
At a recent trial in Broome County. N. Y"., it
X"
J brought when fatted : and one bullock, four l ^ 1" her hand, she cried like ajchild, and ceries against James Watkins, and the others j •• The organ was played as usual, the tunes jjjnia nv I ndians.—A letter just received from was decided that a passenger liaving purchased
‘ For you it may he, bat I wish to manure years old, brought him three hundred and ten
P''0!’11’’Y’ 1,,ld “ ie
of a kindred character against that peaceful in ! iog selected by the organist, and the movement Rev. Tyler Th.iclier, formerly of North Wren- a railroad ticket from one point to another, had
; being under the guidance of the instrument.—
more Our 1ind was well runout when we took dollars. His twenty-acre field was like a garden, bJ.en r.
b>' a blle" ‘ idea of toe a isurdity dividual.
thain, M iss., hoc naw in California, conveys the a right to ride en any train he chose—stopping
U and in order to get it up to its fullest eapaci- yielding, such as was mowed, an averags of ° .s"cl* a "U
°leDclf l,er
l'a' ^
‘ A slight mistake here,’ said ho, smiling ;— [The congregation was unusually large, and nev sad intelligence that his youngest son. AleluncVwemust be nrodmal of ,ich dressing.'
three tuns to the acre. In short, his whole fHhe nails almos cut her palms and at length ‘ Watkins and I have changed e o a ts, by which er were our ears more delighted with tile accura- tiion, and another young man iu company, were over at any place on the road a day or more at
Iiis pleasure. The notice ‘ good for this trip
' ‘ We“ ; saidPLv.nan, with a sort of pitying fam, was und r the best of training and im° tbe.r
would means yen h ive become possessed el my letter, ; cy of church music The effirt was every way
murdered liy a party of Indians on Sunday, the only,” was of no legal force.
expression-*go ahead; hut if you ever see
ty£ J|n dbX e n d e d a ' du?
'tb® c"Hhge,' whose'locado’n tV e w X k n c w , and I of his hills; and Binee you have beoome 'successful, and demonstrated the practicability 10th of Angust last. They were out on a hunt
acquainted with part of my secret, I may as i of congregalional singing as a part of public ing excursion, aud had encamped for the Sab
Daniel Mahony of the Biddeford nursery, ad
well tell you the whole, that on Tuesday next I ■worship in many, if not ail, of our churches.— bath. Alelanethun had retired a little distance
plied Poland, laughing. ‘ I must feed my land stock and produce; and lie was offered five thuus° y
am to becomo the proprietor of this little cot \Vo are glad that the labors of Lowell Mason, from tiie camp, and was just returning, when vertises fur thiity bushels of red oak acorns._
and the discussions of the press, have com
This
reminds the Kennebec Journal to sav that
if I woulJ have it feed me We haven’t got and dollars for his place, while Lyman could to t
Mr. Watkins walked hack to the store in a tage and its cliarming occupant—the widow.’
lie was fired upon by the lurking plunderders,
The widow blushed, but did not deuy the menced a reform which will not stop till itshall and received;four arrows in,iiis breast. He re there might or ought to ho quite a trade in tho
land here l.ke those rich alluvial bottoms in the have found a purchaser at fifteen hundred !
mood of mind the most complacent, little dream
have
pervaded
tho
land.”
seeds
of our forest trees, the maple, elm, horn
•
Dolly,'said
Anson
Lyman,
sinking
into
a
of
^
P
^
t
that
was
raging
around
his
statement.
West. My land needs nursing new.’
treated a few puces, fell upon his back, with his
Poor little Mrs. Watkins ! overjoyed at find
ba r, ‘ I've been a fool ! - a fool! 1 say.’
Ple'18in; bl!ul'!- .“ nashing Ins household god into
j own hand extracted the arrows, which were beam, white cedar, fir balsam, &c. There is a
But Anson Lyman couldn't see the use of chi
irremediable rum.
Insatiate Watkins, would ing all her surmises blown to atoms, now se
An alligator -was recently killed noar the ' found by his side, and thorc “ hied to dentil.” demand for such seeds at the West, and the peo
wasting money in that way. He thought the
‘ Why—Anson—what do you mean ?’
not one suffice!’ Wilkins came back to the riously thought of her deserted home, and won Belize (mouth of the Alississippi), which was His body was left undisturbed. The other ple of. Maine should interest themselves, some
man woo would first cut his tillage land down
‘ Mean’ Look at Poland's (arm.
store, and, alter idling around for about an hour dered wh.it Watkins would think i n coining nearly eaten up by shrimps. It seems that young man. supposed to have been asleep in the what in the business.
one-half, and then go off and buy such a quan
said he had an engagement, and went away home and find.ng her absent, Wilkins’ horse j when ono of these monsters is wounded, over so i camp, had Iiis brains dashed out witli an axe,
‘ I have looked at it from the first Anson.’
tity of manure, must he litt e better than fool
1You have ’ And what have you seen ?’
i amiin. The afternoon passed, and Watkins left was at the doer, and Wilkinsgood naturedsoul, islightly, the shrimps at onco begin to make and Iiis body was stripped and mutilated ; the
ish. He wasn't such a fool, at all eveuts.
In passing through the streets a bier was
Why. I saw that Jonn Poland was making a an hour earlier than usual, giving the clerk to lelt the widow with a promise of coming back their home iu his body, and the colony increas camp was plundered of everthing worth re
struck against tiie corner of n house, and the
D uiingthe following winter, while Lyman comfortable
______________
home for himself and family, and understand that he was going home. Ah. Wat soon, and placing Mrs Watkins in the chaise, es until the little pests actually devour the al moving.
corpse re-animated by the shock. Some years
was cutting and hauling wood to the village for increasing the value of his farm tenfold. ’
kins ! perhaps, if we were to look into that heirt ho drove away towards the Watkins home.
ligator alive.
The Rev. Mr. Thaeher has had three children afterwards when tho woman died in good ear
two dollars and a half per cord, ‘ poor ’ Poland i • And why did t you tell me !’
throbbing beneath its encasement o f broadcloth,
‘ What wi/Z he say ! wliat will he say!’ sob
but has now only one son left. His eldest, a nest, her husband called out to the bearers ‘ I
was hauling his to the tavern to pay for manure
11 <jiJ tell you so, husband, and you said I we should find it black duplicity—perhaps. bed tho poor little woman as they drew near,
‘ Does my son William, that's in the army, young man of piety and promise, preparing for say, gentlemen, be careful in turning the ’cor
which he had not got y e t!
wa9 a f00i >
Watkins, vows and protestations thou hast made
‘ Be easy, tny dear madam,’ said he, ‘ about get plenty to e at!' said an old lady to a re the ministry, was drowned several years siuce. ners.’
It was on the first day of April that Poland. '1 remember. Well—never mind. 'Tisn’t to that pretty little wife a t home may be at this th a t; he snail never learn from me the secret.— cruiting sargeant, the other day, ‘ He secs
time as far below par as Pewabic shares or Og Allow mo to put you down here, when you cao plenty,’ was tho laconic reply. ‘Bless his heart,
came to see his neighbor. He wanted to bor- too late now.’
A young lady says th a t1if a cartwheel has
It is always safe to learn, even from our ene
row a hundred dollars for six months, or for a i On the next morning Mr. Lyman went over densburg second mortgage bond —perhaps, even go home, aud things may go^m as before, aud then, I know lie’ll have it if he can see i t ; ho nino felloes attached to it, it’s a pity that a girl
mies ; seldom safe to venture to instruct even
now the object nearest thy heart is this peifid- he be none the wiser for it.’
year il he could.
, to bis neighbor's and frankly said :
always would at home.’
like her can’t have one.*
our friends
‘
M
T W O W A Y S TO S A V E M O N E Y .

visions of our recent State constitutions are so familiar— quires that we should put it down iu 6uch a
R e v . I . S . K a llo c h .
P r o m th e W e s t .
FROM
C A L IF O R N IA .
L A T E R FROM C A L IFO R N IA .
and 1 may add, so excellent—that the difference betw
them is not essential. Under the earliest practice of the manner that it shall be the last. To trifle with
The
Baptist
Christian Eta publishes the sub
Central I llinois, 1
government, no constitution framed by the convention of
it would be to encourage it uDd to render it for
N
ew
O
rleans
,
Dec.
12.
The
steamship
Em
N
ew York, Dec. A .—Steamer Star of the
December 4, 1857. J
Territory, preparatory to its admission to the Union as
midable- We ought to go there with such an stance of Mr. Kalloch’s le'ter, resigning his
pire City, from New York 2d inst., via Havana, West, from Aspinwall, with later California
State, had been submitted to the people. I trust, however,
Dear Gazette:—To the weary how Blowly is ashore at the Belize, but will probubly be got news, arrived here early this morning. She
the example set by the last Congress, requiring that the con imposing force as to convince these deluded peo pastorate at Tremont Temple, and comments
T h u r s d a y E v e n in g , D e e . 1 0 ,1 8 5 7 ,
stitution of Minnesota “ should be subjected to theapproval ple that resistance would be vain, and thus
off to-night. She connected at Havana with passed, Dec. 9, off Moro Castle, ship Abhy
and ratification of the people of the proposed State,” may spare the effusion of blood. We can in this upon Mr. K.'s resignation. We copy a portion the chariot of time moves on—how deliberately
be followed on future occasions. I took it for granted that
of the Era's article, including Mr. K’s. letter, the clouds gather and the breezes of winter 6et the steamship Star of the West, from Aspinwall j Blanchard, bound in.
the convention of Kansas would act in accordance with this manner best convince them that we are their
witn tile California mails and about two and a ; The steamer John L. Stephens brought down
example founded, as it is. on correct principlts ; and hence friends, not their enemies. In order to accom believing that it will be of interest to the many their snowy fannings in the motion of wild win
quarter millions in treasure for New York.— ; to Panama upward of $2,700,600. She nassed
R eader, are you indebted for the Ga my instructions to Governor Walker in favor of submitting plish this object it will be necessary, according friends of Mr. Kalloch among our readers.
ter winds. It is dreary to contemplate that 1'be mails by the Empire City will not be up to the steamer Sonora Nov. 25, with the New* York
the constitution to the people, were expressed in general
to the estimate ol the Wur Department, to raise
zette? I f so, please make an effort, (if aud unqualified terms.
“ Mr. Kalloch resigned his pastoral charge on summer’s foliage has been seared by the frosty night, but in their absence we have the follow mails and passengers of the 5th.
In the Kansas-Nebraska act, however, this requirement,
Gen. Walker landed 300 men at San Juan
effort is needed) to cancel the same on or as applicable to the whole constitution, had not been in four additional regiments ; and this I earnestly Wednesday evening, Dee. 2d. This event was hand, and every green shrub lias yielded to the ing abstract of her news, which is highly im
recommend
to
Congress.
At
the
present
mo
serted, and the convention were not bound by its terms t<i
portant, by the Belize Telegraph line.
del Norte, and took possession of the town.
not wholly unexpected to us, although we are
before the 25th inst., as by doing so you submit any other portion of the instrumeut to an election ment of depression in the revenues of thecoun aware that it will be so to many. We give the bitter touch of cold, cold winter.
Nor are
A
lieutenant of the Saratoga, who happened
Walker,
who
it
will
be
remembered
took
his
except that which relates to the “ domestic institutions”
will save 25 per cent., on any amount due of slavery. This will be rendered clear by a simple refer try I am sorry to be obliged to recommend such substance of brother K ’s letter of resignation, these all which have felt and keenly too, the departure from Mobile hay on the 13th ult. in to be on shore, was ordered by Walker to go on
ence to its language. It w as“ not to legislate slavery inn a measure ; but I feel confident of the support
hoard
his (the lieutenant’s) ship.
the
steamship
Fashion,
lunded
at
Punta
Arenas
exceeding §1,50, and a t the same time any Territory or State, nor to exclude it therefrom, but n of Congress, cost what it may, in suppressing s it indicates, but does not state, some reasons pangs of the season. Human beings—creatures
in Nicaragua, on the 25th with one hundred and
On the evening of the 3d the frigate WahaBh,
for his change. We can testify that so far as
leave the people thereof perfectly free to fo m and regular
permit us to continue to give you the their domestic institutions in their own way.” According the insurrection and in restoring and maintain our knowledge extends (and we have good means of our own image—who tread the same earth, fifty men. Not the slightest attempt was made i together with the English ship ol-the-line Brunsing the sovereignty of the constitution and laws if knowing), brother K. was never more be and who have been warmed by the same sum to prevent the landing, and in fact the purpose ! wick and steam frigate Leopard, eailed fur San
to the plain construction of the sentence, the a
Gazette a t the same low price as heretofore. mestic institutions ” have a direct, as they have an appro in tiie Territory of Utah.
loved by ali his people than he is to day. The mer sun—fed by the same kind hand of nature, of the expedition appeared to have not been even Juan, which place they would blockade. They
priate, reference to slavery. “ Domestic institutions”
Our terms are, you know, §1,50 in advance, limited to the family. The relation between master and
would also probably take measures to prevent
The President then recommends the establish congregations, too, at the Temple, continue are prostr ited by the winter’s cold. No shelter uessed.
slave, and a few others, are “ domestic institutions,” and
The U. S. sloop-ol-war Saratoga waB lying in Walker's troops from passing up the river.
every Sunday.
§2,00 at the end of the year.
*
are entirely distinct front institutions of a political charac ment ot a temporal government over Arizonia, crowded
•
•
•
»
»
•
•
«
to
hid
the
wild
storm
come
no
farther—no
food
to
Quartz mining was being prosecuted through
the
harbor,
and
the
Fashion
passed
under
her
ter. Besides, there was no question then before Congress,
nor. indeed, has there since been any serious question be tie then expresses himself in favor of the Pacific We confess that we feel concerned for this vast satisfy the famishing calls of nature—no cloth' stern at lull speed with only ten men on deck. out California with great vigor, hut river min
fore the people of Kansas or the country, except that which Railroad, on military considerations, and inti
multitude, who are to he left as sheep without a ing to protect the freezing limbs, and no friends The whole party weie lauded on Scott’s wharf. ing, owing to recent heavy rains, had been sum
relates to the “ domestic institution” of slavery.
Walker had. it seems, sent fifty inen up the riv marily ended for the season. The waters hud
The convention, after an angry and excited debate final mates a preference for the Southern route. The shepherd. A fearful responsibility is incurred
We lay before our readers this week such an ly determined, by a majority of only two, to submit the
somewhere
in this matter. It is not in the Tre to whisper a sound of gentle consolation to er by other entrances before musing his appear risen with such rapidity as to sweep off all the
condition
of
the
Treasury
and
tho
reports
question of slavery to the people, though at their lust meet
imperfect synopsis of the President’s Message» mg forty-three of the fifty delegates present affixed their
mont street church ; they ire united as ever ; it cheer nnd warm the heart! Such is the situa ance at Punta Arenas. After landing the ex flumes und an immense amount of mining ma
of the departments are next referred to, but we is not in the congregation, it is as numerous and tion of thousands in our large cities, and is it pedition the Fashion took her departure for terial.
to the constitution.
as our time and space will permit, with extracts signatures
A large majority of the convention were in fav
Lieut. Beale, with hie camel train, from Tex
slavery in Kansas. They accordingly inserted make no extracts from this portion of the attentive ub ever ; it is nut in the community, strange that they are found committing all sorts - Aspinwall, where, at the departure of ttie Star
from such portions of the document as we judge tablishing
as, urrived at Los Angelos Nov. 9.
an article in the constitution for this purpose, sim ilar'
message, as statistics from the reports of the for we are certain that brother K. has received of depredations on life and property ? Not at ol the West, she was taking in coal.
will be of most interest to our readers. We form to those which have been adopted by other Territorial
Commodore Paulding of the U. S. frigate
Financial aff iirs in California were very cheer
more
attention
from
that
source
in
the
shapo
of
conventions. In the schedule, however, providing for the several departments may be found in this and
invitations to lecture, &e . than ever before.— all—they are driven to desperation by cold, hun Wabash attempted to seize her at Aspinwall, ing Produce markets were improving. Dry
have no space for comment, and any remarks of transition from a territorial to a State government, the
hut on examination of her papers found them Goods quiet und unchanged. Boots and shoes
question has been fairly and explicitly referred to the peo subsequent issues. After alluding to our sys
but
there
is
a
lack
of
cordiality
somewhere
:
an
ger
and
want,
and
it
is
but
manhood
to
possess
this character will be necessarly defered till a ple, whether they will have a constitution “ with or with
correct, and consequently could take no further better, with an improved demand. Domestic
out slavery.” It declares that, before the constitution tern for the disposal of public lands, and stating implied want of confidence, which a man ol them, though we have to go armed with revolvers
subsequent issue. The subject of
steps against her.
spirits dull, and prices fluctuating.
adopted by the covention “shall be sent to Congress lor ad that we have heretofore disposed of 3G3.802,- brother K.’s spirit cannot irook. He has wait
to
protect
our
persons
even
iu
the
day
time,
we
mission
into
the
Union
as
a
State,”
an
election
shall
he
heli)
The British and American naval forces had
O regon.
ed, until he has shown all men that he can
B ank a an d C u rren cy
to decide this question, at which all the white male inhabi 464 acres of the public land the President says :
sailed
from
Aspinwall
for
Sin
Juan,
and
would
preach
in
the
Temple
as
It-ng
us
he
chooses,
aud
must
think
the
cause
a
natural
one.
Honesty
Dates from Oregon are to the 12th Novem
first engages the President’s attention. He tants of the Territory above the age of twenty-one are en
“ Whilst the public lauds as a source of reve now he has resigned, We regret the eonculsion and poverty might live among you in the East, very probably take part in the scenes in that ber.
titled to vote They are to vote by ballot; and “ the bal
consideres it “ apparent that our existing misfor lots cast at said election shall be endorsed ‘ constitution nue are of great importance, their importance to which he has arrived, but we will not cen
vicinity, or at least prevent the landing of any
The State election of the 9th, resulted in the
with slavery,’ and ‘constitution with no slavery.’ ” li
but an hunest man can’t get along out west— more fillibusters.
tunes have arisen solely from an extravagant there
success of the Constitution, and the rejection of
he a majority in favor of the “ constitution with slav is far greater as furnishing homes for a hardly sure him. We believe le has acted honestly ;
It was supposed that the difficulties between Slavery, and exclusion ol free negroes.
uid
independent
race
of
ho
iest
and
industrious
ery,”
then
it
is
to
be
transmitted
to
Congress
by
the
presi
there’s no place for him—no recommendation
we hope lie has acted witely.
and vicious system of paper currency and bank dent of the convention in its original form. If, on the con
who desire to subdue and cultivate the
We understand that the church has not ac to the common haunts of business and no title Costa Rica and Nicaragua, alluded to in previous
S o u th A m e r i c a n N c iia .
credits.” “ These revulsions must continue to trary, there shall be a majority in favor of the “ constitu citizens
accounts, would he settled without a resort to
tion with no slavery,” - then the article providing lor slav soil. They ought to be administered mainly cepted hia resignation, tnd will not at present
Advices a fortnight later from South America
recur at successive intervals so long as the ery shall be stricken from the constitution by the president wirh a view of promoting this wise and benevo- We also understand that prominent members of to friendship.
Hostile measures.
state
the
revolution
headed by Dr. Linares, in
of this convention,” and it is expressly declared that “ no ent policy. In ap p ropriatin g them for any
It
is
impossible
to
describe
the
moral
condition
The news by this arrival from California em
oth er churehes are interesting themselves to in
amount of the paper currency and banks loans slavery shall exist in the State of Kansas, except tb n thor property in slaves now in the Territory shnll in no other purpose we ought to use even greater econ duce brother K. to reconsider his determination. of society—thought will not measure it—pen braces no points of special interest. The public Bolivia, had proved successful. Gen Cordova
and discounts of the country shall be l e t t to the rtgnt
nad
fled
to
Peru.
manner he interfered with ; and in that event it is made his omy than if they had been converted into monei
cannot trace it—mind will not fathom it — were much excited with regard to the sea-worthBoston, Dee. 2, 1857.
discretion of fourteen hundred irresponsible duty to have the constitution thus ratified transmitted to and the proceeds were already in the public
From Callao we learn that Peru is in a state
iness of the Pacific Mail Steamers. The follow
the Congress of the United States for the admission of the
When we speak ol society we refer to the whole ing vessels had arrived at San Francisco from if anarchy. The members of the National Con
To the Tremont Street Baptist Church :
treasury.
• • • »
• «
banking institutions, which from the very law State into the Union
At this election every citizen will have an opportunity of
vention
had been driven from their seats a t the
West.
There
are
exceptions
'tis
true,
when
Speculation
has
of
late
years
prevailed
to
a
the
Atlantic
Ports
since
the
departure
of
the
Dear Brethren—I herewith announce to you
of their nature will consult the interest of their expressing his opinion by his vote “ whether Kansas shall
point ol the bayonet.
received into the Union with or without slavery,” and great extent in the public lands. The conse my resignation of the pastorate of the Tremont neighborhoods of New Englanders take up an steamer of the 5ch ot November, viz ; Sierra
stockholders rather than the public welfare.” — he
Castillo
and Vivanca are lit Arequipas, but as
thus the exciting question may be peacefully settled in the quence has been that large portions of them have street Baptist Church. I give you an early no
abode near one another, of course, they have Nevada, Aurora, Old Colony, Goddess, Herald yet had managed to avoid a collision.
very mode required by the organic law The election will
This evil of over-expansion of paper money by be
of the Morning, and Sancho Panza.
held under legitimate authority, and if any portion oi lecome the property of individuals and com tice, so that you will have ample time and a
Cost
a
Rica
had appointed Commissioners to
New
England
society.
But
few
such
cases
oc
the State Banks wts thought to be guarded the inhabitants shall refuse to vote a fair opportunity to do panies, and thus the price is greatly enhanced good opportunity to secure the services of my
so having been preseuted, this will be their owr. voluntary
cur, and the whole mass seemjto be without con X Y X V , C O N G R E S S —F i r s t S e s s io n . proceed to Nicaragua for a settlement of pend
against by the powers of the constitution, but act, and they alone will be responsible for the consequettc- to those who desire to purchase for actual set- successor.
ing
difficulties.
einent. In order to limit the area of specula
It is needless for me to assure you that noth fidence, without respect, without moral worth.
the President argues that the improper consti ‘ Whether Kansas shall be a free i r a slave State must ttion
I .e l l r r fr o m I ' ln h .
Washington, Thursday, Dec. 10.
as much as possible, the extinction of the ing in the church or mv relations to it leads me
tutional construction which has led to the evil eventually, under some authority. be decided by an election Indian title, and the extension of the public sur to this step. Seldom, I believe, has a pastoiate Wo have churches and many go up to hear the
St . Louis, Dec. 14.—The Kansas City' Jour
SENATE.
and the question can never be more clearly or distinctly
word,
but
it
seems
to
have
lost
its
power.
The
nal of Commerce of 5th, says Jus. Migraw, a
has been carried too far and adopted too long, to presented to the people than it is at the present moment.— veys ought only to keep pace with the tide of been more pleasant, or the relations between
Mr. Douglas gave notice of his intention to
Should this opportunity he rejected, she may be involved emigration.”
pastor and people more harmonious ; and never, aisles are crowded with richly drebsed ladies ; ;ntrod‘U3e n“ biU,'at an early dav, to enable the trader at Green river, arrived there on Tuesday,
admit of complete amendment. He says :
for many years in domestic discord, and possibly in civil
•ieing the latest arrival from Utah.
I
know,
did
a
pastor
leave
with
more
agreeable
i
but
you
ae?
no
8rteot
smiles
of
recognition,
no
people
of
Kansas
to
form
a
Constitution
and
war,
before
she
cun
make
up
the
issue
now
so
lortunately
Only
two
short
pragraplts
of
the
Message
nre
Unfortunately, under the construction of the federal con
Magraw’s accounts confirm previous advices,
• r «
stitution, which has now prevailed too long to he chanced tendered, aud again reach the point she has already attain devoted to Indian Affairs. The President says remeinhrar.ee of those with whom he has labor 1warm greetings, and seldom even a bow. In I| State
Government, preparatory to the admission lie reports nearly all the emigrant trains suf
ihiit important and delicate duty has been dissevered from ed.
ed.
In
leaving
you,
I
leave
a
church
as
earnest,
,
Kansas has for some years occupied too much of the pub of the Indians within our territories :
into
the
Union.
the coining power and virtually transferred to more than
fering
from Mormon depredations, their Wagons
as faithful, as true to its pastor, as any church ! speaking of dress it reminds U9 of its remarkaMr. Foote gave notice of his intention to infourteen hundred State hanks, acting independently of each lic attention. It is high time this should be directed to far
The present system of making them Valuable with which I have ever been acquainted And | bility and the notice of strangers in regard to it. troduce a bill making grants of public lands to heing burned, and cattle stolen.
other, and regnlating their paper issue almost exclusively more important objects. When once admitted into the UnEm,
whether
with
or
without
slavery,
the
excitement
beLarge quantities of grain and forage, stored
by a regard to the present interest of their stockholders.—
presents to influence them to remain at peace, j I have the satisfaction of retiring with the cor It is very doubtful if theie is any place this side actual settlers
Exercising the sovereign power <f providing a paper cur ond her own limits will speedily pass away, and she will
at Fort Bridger, were burned hy the Mormons,
rency, instead of coin, lor the country, the first duty which then for the first time he left, as she ought to have been long has proved ineffectual, It is believed to be the sciousness that so far as I know, rnot one unkind
The Senate then went into Executive Session.
Atlantic where the women have the • After the executive session the Senate ad- to prevent the government purchasing it. They
these banks owe to the public is to keep in their vaults a since, to manage her own affairs in her own way If her better policy to colonize them in suitable locali or disagreeable leeling exists between myself and ;
sufficient auinuut of gold and silver to insure the converti constitution on the subject of slavery, or on any other sub ties, where they can receive the rudiments of ed any member of this church.
also burned all the grass on the route beyond
I power that they possess in the West or where !journed till Monday next.
bility of their notes into coin at ali times and under all cir ject, he displeasing to a majority of the people, no human
Bridger.
Motives of another kind motives long nnd I t|,ey dress more richly and more gaudily
cumstances. No bank ought ever to be chartered without power can prevent them from changing it within a brief pe ucation, and be gradually induced to adopt hab
riod.
Under
these
circumstances,
it
may
well
be
question
Snow was three feet deep in the mountains,
such restrictions on its business as to secure this result.—
,
its of industry. So far as the experiment has patiently, and I hope prayerfully, considered,
HOUSE.
All other restrictions are comparatively vain. This is the ed whether the peace and quiet of the whole country nre
and
the country covered fir east of Blue River.
lead
me
to
this
step.
It
would
ho
useless
in
!
Show
women
and
traveling
Theatret
only true touchstone, the only efficient regulator of a paper not of greater importance than the mere temporary tri- been tried, it lias worked well in practice, and
On
motion
ot
Mr.
Banks,
the
Speaker
was
Buffalo were very abundant.
currency—the only one which can guard the public against : umph of either of the political parties in Kansas.
it will doubtless prove to he less expensive then this communication, for me to undertake an ex- j puas along, and of course they ought to have
Should the constitution without slavery be adopted by
authorized
to
appoint
the
Standing
Committees
over issues and bank suspensions. As a collateral and
the present system.
planation of them to you : although at a proper : the most expansive hoops, but they look vulgar
eventual security it is doubtless wise, and in all cases ought i the votes of the majority, the rights of property in sllaves
idea t0WQ ]ad
inoiine i8n-t
here and in order to offer him an opportunity to d > F R O M
E U K O P E .
to be required that hanks shall hold an amount of United . now in the Territory are reserved. The number of these is
The President urges the necessity of a system time, 1 shall be happy to explain them more al
so, moved, that when the House adjourn, it be
States or State securities equal to their notes in circulation I very sm all; but if it were g,eater the provision would be
fully to any who niav wish to know.
,,
,
j
equally
just
and
reasonable.
These
slaves
were
brought
and pledged for their redemption. This, however, furnishes
of
public
economy,
and
upon
this
point
re
until
Monday
next.
I
do
not
resign
the
pastorate
of
this
church
!
8“'JW
°f
Bilk,
jewelry
nnd
hooped
pettiN
ew
Y
ork
.
Dee.
14. Steamship Europe,
no adequate security against over issues. On the contrary • into the Territory under the constitution of the United
Mr. Stephens of Ga. offered u resolution, which lro:n Liverpool Saturday 28th ult., arrived at
i States, nnd are now the property of their masters. This marks :
J for the acceptance of another. It is a position | coats would do well enough, but when we find
It may be perverted to Inflate the currency. Indeed, it
heed finally
decided
by the highest
w
a->
adopted,
providing
for
the
distribution
of
possible bv this means to convert all the debts of the U ’ I point has at length
n
.
~
. judiIt ought to be observed that true public econ-1 wllich 1
not immediately assume again I so many silken flounces und not brains enough
this port this moruiug.
ed Suite, ’mid Slate government, into bank notes, without ‘ r "> tribunal of the country-and tin. upon the plain pnneiple that when a confederacy of sovereign States acquire omy does not consist in withholding the means !
no*; renounco my profession; but, lor the , to fill one of those half pint bonnets, we begin hooks heretofore ordered to new members.
Intli
reference to the specie required to redeem them
Mr. Letcher of Va. took occasion to say that
However valuable these securities may be in themselves, a new Territory at their joint expense, both equality and necessary to accomplish important national ob present, I renounce the pastoral office, and de
Fifteen troop ships, with 6000 rneu, had
justice
demand
that
the
citizens
of
one
and
all
of
them
it
was
the
duty
of
the
House
to
stop
the
evil
of
they cannot be converted into gold and silver at the mo
to
think
that’s
not
the
sort
of
stuff
to
awaken
vote
a
part
of
my
energies
to
another
cabin;
reached Indian ports.
ment of pressure, as our experience teaches, in sufficient j slhall have the right to take into it whatsoever is recognized jects entrusted to us by the constitution, and
«.u of
oi "LS pr°PerEv b.v the common constitution. To havesumma- especially such as may be necessary for the
I can call God to witness, that I entered upon i our fancy or merit our esteem. We would book distribution. Some volumes are now in
lime to prevens bank suspensions and the depreciation
Tne mutineers were defeated at Agra, with
preparation, a single one of which will cost
wlth ■
confiscated the property in slaves already in the Terbank notes.
common defense. In the present crisis of the my ministerial career honestly, and have pursued g]adi„ write more, hut time will not permit,
the loss of 43 guns, and a great amount uf
the exception of the bankR of Louisiana, that any Statee | ritory, would have been an act of gros9 injustice, and con$2000.
Everything
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printed
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v w
n rk nonspipntim
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results
are
with
._
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to
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practice
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older
States
of
the
Union
which
country
it
is
our
duty
to
confine
our
appropria
bank throughout the Union has been required by its ch
Truly
scrutinized, especially us lately they had heard treasure. 1000 were killed.
ter to keep thia or any other proportion of gold and silver, have abolished slavery.
tions to objects of this character, unless in Him before whom every action must pass in sol
Gen. Havelock was still safe at Lucknow.
so much about plunder.
compared with the amount of its combined circulation and
The President then devotes a portion of his cases where justice to individuals may demand a emu review, and to whom we are personally ac.
There wili be 7000 troops there hy the end of
deposits. What has been the consequence? In a recent
CO" Our readers will remember that Rev. The House then adjourned till Monday.
different course. In all cases care ought to be ' countable. To him I can appeal for the rectireport made by the Treasury Department on the condition m e s s a g e tO the Consideration of the affairs of
October. The euemy was in great force in
of the banks throughout the diffeient States, according to
althoughL 'I may err in ‘L‘
the Isaac Sawyer will read a lecture upon “ Books
taken that the money granted by Congress shall tude
*' J " of
~e my designs,
J
the vicinity.
returns dnted nearest to January, 1657, the aggregate
L 'ln h n u il t lic M o r m o m ,
Capt. McClintock' s Arctic Expedition.—
correctness of my conclusions. My position at
be faithfully and economically upplied,
The King of Delhi is to be tried by a military
amount of actual specie in their vaults is $58,319,836, of
And
this
portion
of
the
document
we
give
en
the present time in the ministry, although and their History ” before the Young Men's The Journal of Commerce publishes the follow cuinuiissiou- Two more of liis sons have been
their circulation $214,778 682, and of their deposits $230,In
the
concluding
paragraphs
of
his
message
351,852.
eminently happy and prosperous in my own Forensic Union, at Beethoven Hull, on Thursday ing extracts from a copy of a letter from Capt. shot.
tire.
Thus it appears that these banks in the aggregate have
the President attempts to put a check upon the society, is not, from influence over which I have evening. As the Association wish to give oor McClintock to Lady Frankin :
The fall of Delhi had a marked effect at
considerably less than one dollar in seven in gold and silver
A territorial government was established for
Aug. 4 Waigat Strait. Greenland. We have
compared with their circulation and deposits. And this is
palpable fault of hasty legislation which has no control, easy, independent, or, in the widest citizens every opportunity to hear these Lectures,
the condition of the hanks, notwithstanding that four hun Utah by act of Congress approved the 9th ol
finished coaling, and are running before a strong Meerat.
sense,
useful
;
and
I
as
honestly
retire
from
it,
Arrears in the revenue were coming in rap
September,
1850.
and
the
constitution
and
law.'
characterized
our
National
Legislature.
When
dred millions of gold from California have flowed in upon
as I entered upon it. This conclusion is the and as they are not enabled to issue course tick fair wind for Proven. We did not reach Lievcus within the last eight years, and the tide still continues to if the United States were thereby extended over
bills which have passed the House and Senate matured deliberation of months ot anxious ets, they have decided to place the price of tick- ly belore the 31st of July, and remained only idly.
flow. Indeed such has been the extravagance of bank
England.
credits that the banks now hold a considerable less amount it “ so far as the same, or any provisions there- ire presented to the President for his signature, thought, and is final,
to the lecture, and to such others as it may be a few hours. No Esquimaux was forthcoming
of specie, either in proportion to their capital or to their
f, may be applicable.” This act provided for
The demand for money was diminishing, and
circulation or deposits combined, than they did before the the appointment bv the President, by and with a sufficient time is not allowed him to give them
Suffer here a word of counsel. You have now j practicable, at fifteen cents. We trust our citi- for-the expedition, but Mr. Olrick told me that
the
issues
of
the
Bank
of England were almost
discovery of gold iu California.
thero
was
one
in
Disco
Fiord
who
would
come
- j . and, consent
. „Senate,J of a Gov
„
I
..
.
a united church ; a seemed house of worship; a
the advice
of„ the
careful examination, The Iiesident uiges eolnrortable income ; a large, and, for the most i zens will sustain the efiorts of the Association Having purchased ten fine dog9 (being all I within limits again Gold w as flowing in stead
The President thinks that deplorable as is ernor, who was to he ex-officio Superintendent
ily.
The
Bank
o
f
France
had reduced its rates
could g et), I went to Disco Fiord, and there
upsn Congress that this should be obviated and :
' to provide public lectures for the community.
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The P resid en t’s Message.

part, in inv opinion, consolidated congregation.
got a native, hut not the one who was expeeted. of discount 1 per cent.
expresses his determination to approve no bill j J our condition, with God s blessing, contrasts i
The British government will not bring for
My man is 23 years old. by name Anton Chris
which he has not examined, and that nothing widely and favorably, we shall all agree, with
Extension or P ark Street —We learn that tian—is a good dog driver, and a willing sort of ward financial measures until February.
what it was when I assumed your pastoral's
The Ministets will propose the total abolition
but a case of extreme and urgent necesity shall eare. Such, then, is no position to yield ; such at a meeting of the County Commissioners, on creature.
Persecuted by calms and foul winds, I did not of the East India Company's government as
induce him to depart front this rule,
is no time for discouragement. Your cause de- i Monday, the petition for the extension of the
pends on no min, Man may fall, but God Jives. park Street road to Main street, as a county reach the coal cliffs until last night, and now soon as Parliament meets, the Indian Empire
P rof. Chadbourne’s Lectures.—Prof. P. A. The creature may liiil, “ nevertheless, the foun way was granted. Whether this actiun of the aid weather has hastened my departure, hut 1 to be brought under the British Crown und
Parliament.
Chadhourne, of Williams College, Mass., who dation of God standeth sure, having this seal, commissioners is final or not we are unadvised- have filled up with coals again. The Dane.Lord Clarendon announced to the slavery
have been in the habit of getting coals along
the Lord knoweth them that are his.”
was one of the instructors at the late Maine
deputation
that th? French negro immigration
these
cliffs
for
very
many
years
past
,
hence
the
I need not add. that when I part from you, I If so the road will probably be opened in the
me of “ Kulorud ” or coal seam. I did not | scheme from Africa would probably he abanTeachers' Conventions, has been engaged to de shall do it with grief, and that wherever in the Spring.
Joned.
find, or look for, the part where the Phenix was
liver a course of six scientific lectures before the future my lot may be cast, and in whatever difIt is reported that Spain has instructed Gen.
taken hy Mr. Olrick.
Thomaston Lyceum, in January. Prof. C .’s f-rent scenes of action I may engage, I shall al
At Lievely I saw the captains of two whalers Concha of Cuba to organize a force for Mexico,
g r i n September lust, we noticed the an
ways hold your kindness and fidelity in grateful
in
cise negotia'ions fail.
lectures before the Convention at, Thomaston, remembrance.
whose
ships
were
lost
in
Mellville
Biy
in
June
nouncements of some forthcoming works by
Turkey has officially intimated the fr'bahle
were received with unequaled satisfaction by all
Wishing you, as I believe you will have con Messrs. T. B, Peterson & Co., of Philadelphia, They think I shall find no difficulty in crossin,
necessity
of moving trno, s on the Danube, on
to
Pjnd
s
Bay.
those who heard him, and the announcement of tinued prosperity, and commending you to God and were promised copies of tho works alluded
'The Tablet is on boardd ; it is verv large but I account of trouble in the Principalities.—
his name on the Lyceum’s list of engagements a n d to the word of grace, which is able to build to. These have never been received although i being in a wooden case I have not seen it y.-t. I'rnops are said to be already concentrating at
you up, and give you an inheritance among the
has sold the majority of the large number o! sanctified.
August 6th P. M Hove to off Upernavik Wiiidin.
they were issued from the press sometime since.
Tiie News from I ndia. The news is confined
and about to proceed on the voyage I have
tickets which have been disposed of at Thomas
1 am, your affectionate paster
Will
the
publishers
redeem
their
promiso
and
now
go- thirty dogs, and have only to say good eutin ly to telegranhic dispatches sent in advance
mgly recomni^"'’ •»« - •
1. S. K alloch.
ton.
Prof
C.
gives
a
very
interesting
lecture
ezervise. This would make it lb
ertible organ........ i
TT .
,
hyp, and beg you will ever believe me, yours of the overland India mail, and relates to but
forward them at once?
of each bank’ s existence, that n suspeiu
of specie pay- i t >e United States, the members of the Mormon upon the formation of the earth, and others
a small portion of the country. It briefly indi
sincerely.
m enu shall produce ila civil death. The instinct of self- church will yield implicit obedience to his w
P ublic R eadings —Mr. Wm. M. Webster of
cates the usual deranged state of aff.irs—the
preservation would then compel it to perform its duties in
(Signed)
F. L. McCLINTOCK.
upon geology ; he has several very popular lec
P ublic Lectures at S iuth Thomaston__ We
buck a manner as to escape the peualtv and preserve its Uifortunately, existing facts leave hut little
Belfast
gave
an
entertainment
consisting
of
Briiish successlnl in some places and hemmed
life.
i doubt that such is his determination. YVithuu tures upon chemistry, &e., and also interesting readings or recitations from the poets, in our are glad to know that a number of the young
Tho New York Evening Post says that Col in at others, and mutinies and massacres still
entering upon a minute history of occurrences, lectures upon his tours in Florida and in New
The President next p isses to our
going
forward. But the tide of British supre
Orr, who l.as just been elected Speaker of the
it is sufficient to say that all the officers ol the Foundland in company with his students. We city on Friday evening last. Tne audience on men and other citizens of South Thomaston House of Representatives, like his able and ac macy is steadily rising over all obstacles. The
F o r e i g n R e ln t i o n s ,
United States, judicial and executive, with the are desired to say that the Young Men’s Forensic the occasion was, we regret to siy, very small, have made arrangements for tho delivery of a complished predecessor, Mr. Banks, starteJ in maxim that the hour will And its men, forgotten
Which he finds, upon the whole, in a satisfac single exception of two Indian, agentB, have
hut the entertainment was excellent, nnd Mr. course of free public lectures at that place — humble life, being the son of a South Carolina in the first distraction of the crisis, has already
tory condition. That part of the mess ige de fuund it necessary for their own personal safety Union of this city propose to secure the delivery
Webster acquitted himself in a manner highly The first of this course was given by R ev. Da clock-pedlar. He is somewhat unpopular with amply vindicated itself. Gen. Wilson np|«areJ
voted to a consideration of the “ Clayton and to withdraw from the Territory, and there no of this course of valuable and interesting lec
the fire-eating exclusives at the South, as well it the right time before Delhi, and Havelock
creditable to his elocutionary talent and gold vid P erry, onJTitursday eveninff of last week from
his Union-saving prinoiples us from what was ind'spensa' le at the moment he commenced
Bulwer Treaty,” our relations with European longer remains any government in Utah hut the tures. provided that there are a sufficient num
His subj -ct was “ 'The Press,” hut we are una they consider his plebeian origin and associa- his series ol a dozen victories. But now when
despotism of Brigham Young. ThiB being the
taste.
Ilia
rendering
of
theauthors
represented
nations, the treaty of friendship and commerce c ndition of affairs io the Territory, I could not ber of our citizens inter sted to pledge to the
wasnatur.il and unconstrained, nnd he seemed to ble to add any remark upon the lecture, as tions. Col. Orr is a man about fortv years of: Havelock, encumbered with his sick, is penned
with Persia of December, 1850, our relations m stake the pa'h of duty. As chief executive Association a contribution of $30 or $40 to he
at Lucknow, ard Wilson has Delhi on his
catch the true spirit of their inspiration, while we were not present at its delivery. The second age, of large frame, of a rotund stomach, and up
with China, und South and Central American magistrate, 1 was bound to restore the suprema paid in case a pecuniary loss should be sustain
with a set of lungs of immense power. When hands, and Nicholson and Neill are no more,
ey of the constitution arid laws within iis lim ed. By a pledge of $1,00, each from forty citi his gesticulation was easy, appropriate and per of the course will be given hy our young friend, he rises to catch the speaker’s attention, his arises another hero, amply master of his situa
affairs, would occupy two columns of our paper Ils. In order to effect this purpose, I appoint
fect. We must, however, express our distaste O. G. Hall, Esq., on Thursday evening of this shrill voice soars above the tumult of the House tion. This is Col. Greathead who has achieved
and our space is so limited that we content our ed a new Guvernor and other federal officers for zens this might be easily done, and it is not of that very common habit of pronunciation week. These lectures will be con tinned on suc- like the whistle of a locomotive. He is singu some of the most splendid and timely victories
probable
that
this
contingent
would
be
needed,
al
Utah,
arid
sent
with
them
a
military
force
for
selves with cutting tiie following paragraph re
larly piompt, quick witted in argument and re of the whole contest
their protection, and to aid ns a posse comitalus, though the Association, having already sustained which takes the liberty to change the sound of cessiva Thursday evenings, and we understand tort. and pays the closest attention to every de
As the ent re operations thus far in India
lating to this part of the message from tiie edi in
case of need, in the execution of the laws.
“ y ” in "my” into “ e ” or short “
and that other speakers have been engaged. These tail of House business Orr is a man of the have been achieved without the assistance of
some
pecuniary
loss,
do
not
feel
themselves
able
torial columns of the Boston Journal:
With the religious opinions of the Mormons,
either
the soldiers or the commanders ately sent
lectures
are
to
he
hereafter
delivered
in
Rev.
Mr.
which perhaps Mr. Webster shares with nearly
world, of pleasant sucial feelings, and thus is
•• n i . interpretation of the Ceniral American trealiea willi as long as they remained mere opinions, how to sustain the full responsibility of securing this
enabled to put through the purtizan work he as out Iroiu England, we may suppose that the ar
Great Britain, will be sustained by the country—w hile his ever deplorable in t emselves and revolting to course of lectures. If this small contingent be every elocutionist and tragedian among us.— Perry's Church, and the Committee have ar
rival
of
the latter vvlil hasten Che restoration of
more effectually than a person of more
firm, but conciliatory expression with regard to the differ
We understand that Mr. Webster will visit ranged for the services of a Choir to furnish mu sumes
order throughout the country. We have intelli
ences of the two powers, will be commended at home nnd the moral and religious sentiments of all Chris pledged, however, the Association will sustain
austerity and ostentation.
abroad. With France our commercial treaties need revision, tendom, I had no right to interfere. Actions
many of the principal towns in the State, and at the opening and close of each evening's ex
gence of the landing of six thousand troops, and
In order to make our relations with her accordant with alone, when in violation of the Constitution all other liabilities, and place the price of ad
Attempted Burglarx at Ashland. —The others doubtless will soon be added. Already
wherever he may give his entertainments an au - ercises.
those which we hold to other important countries. Differ
ences with Spain remain unadjusted ; and we are glad to and laws of the United States, become the le mission to the lectures at 15 cents. Citizens dience will be well repaid by going to hear him.
Burglars Sh„t by a Woman.—The house of Dr. the English p pets are earnestly discussing the
Fee that the President recommends, as a Btep preparatory gitimate subjects for the jurisdiction of the who are disposed to aid in this manner the effort
anticipated changes in the Indian government.
lo reconciliation, the passage of an appropriation to satisfy
Another Gone.—Ziohariah Albaugh, who Hodges of Ashland, was entered between one It seems to be generally expected that the civil
the Spanish claimants in the Armistad case. We are also civil magistrate. My instructions to Governor to secure Prof. Chadbuurne’s lectures may leave
Map of Lincoln County.—Our new map of served as a private soldier through the Revolu and two o’clock yesterday, during the absence rule of the East India Company will he aholi-hpleased to observe that our minister to China has been in Cumming have therefore been framed in strict
ol the Doctor from town, by turning the key to
structed to occupy a neutral position in reference to the ex accordance with these principles. At their date their names and amount pledged at the Book this county is now heing delivered to subscri
tionary War, died in Licking Co., Ohio, No- the front door with nippers. The burglars went ed. and the countrv will be put under the im
isting hostilities at Canton, but to co-operate iu all peace
ful measures for securing just commercial concessions.— a hope was indulged that no necessity might ex stores of E R. Spear or M. C. Andrews, or at bers in the Eastern Section. We have had only vember 8th, at the age of 109 years.
up stairs and selected considerable clothing, mediate swav of the crown ol England. The
The President asks for suitable forces w herewith to guard ist fur employing the militaTy in restoring and the office of L. W. Howes. Shall wo not have
which was carried below and put into a pile — financial question, also, of making India pay for
a hirds-eye view ol it. We hear it spoken of
------------------------the neutrality of the Isthmus of Panama against all dan
They then collected various articles of clothing the cost o f putting down the rebellion, is much
gers. He eondems, iu fitting terms, “ another unlawful ex maintaining the authority of the law ; but this this valuable series of lectures ?
in the highest terms. After a more careful ex
The New York Courier and Enquirer's corres- in the rooms below, as also vases and some fan agitated, with different views as to the actual
pedition against Nicaragua:” but does not make a satisfac hope has now vanished. Gov. Y’oung has, by
tory exhibit of the precautions taken to intercept it. A just proclamation, declared his determination to
amination we shall refer to it again. Messrs, pendent says :
cy articles. Mrs. Hodges was awakened as she ability of the country to discharge that debt, at
statement of grievances against Paraguay closes this part ol
S
ui’posed Murder.—The corner’s jury in the
maintain
his
power
by
force,
and
has
already
“ The President is stated, upon credible au at first thought hy the tinkling of a tea bell, but least for the present.—Boston Journal.
the message.”
Lee & Marsh are supplying their subscribers in
committed
acts
of
hostility
against
the
United
case
ol
Capt.
William
Walsh,
of
this
city,
thority
to
have
last
evening
deci
ired,
in
a
public
which was probably the noise occasioned hy their
K ttn sn a A f fa ir s
Waldoboro'; we hope tho citizens will be ready
States. Unless he should retrace his steps, the
A German in Albany lately came into posses
Next engage the President’s attention. In ref Territory of Utah will be in a state of open re whose body was recovered at Portsmouth, N. to receive, and prompt to pay. If any of our company, that Mr. Douglas had ruined himself, moving a solar lamp with glass drops. She im
and had better suffer the loss of his seat in the mediately arose and went to the head of the
erence to the affairs of this territory the Presi bellion. He has committed these acts of open II , about two weeks since, have brought in citizens have not ordered, they had better do so Senate, than to forfeit the attachment of the stairs aud listened, when she heard whispering sion of $24,000. the bequest of bis wife, who
ran away to California with another man some
dent “ takes the extreme Southern ground” hostility, notwithstanding Maj. Van Vliet, an their verdict that he died from" strangulation by at once as the last edition will soon be publish South,”
in the room below. She then went to her own years ago, mada money infamously, but repent
The Herald boa the following, dated the 10th: room, took a loaded gun and returned to the ed on her death bed, and mads atonement by
and endorses the Lecompton Convention und its officer of the army, sent to Utah by the com hands to them unkoown. It is supposed that ed. N. C. Woodard will receive orders and
manding general to purchuse provisions for the
“ A caucus of Southern Senators (thirteen in
of the stairs, when she saw indistinctly the laiving her money to the injured husband —
action “ without reservation or exception,” and troops, had given him the strongest assurance Capt. Walsh had upon his person, on the night will call on some of the citizens that have not number) was held last evening, to consider what head
form of a man upon the first or second stair, Meanwhile, the German married a secona wife
argues at length the idea that the people of of the peaceful intentions of the government, on which he was missing, money to the amount ordered a map.
course they should pursue in reference to Sena coming up. She asked “ what is wanted ?” and has several children, who will have the
|
tor Douglis. I understand they denounced his and he replied “ hold your tongue or I’ll blow benefit of the fortune so oddly come by.
Kansas were by the Nebraska Bill to be allowed and that the troops would only he employed as of $100 or more, but none was found upon the
a posse comitalus when called on by the civil au body. If the verdict of the coron r's jury is
K3” The lecture which was to have been de course, and unanimously read him out of the your brains o n t;” upon which Mrs. Hodges
to vote only on the question of slavery. We thority to aid in the execution of the laws
party.”
fired upon him. The only thing she heard him
well-founded,
it
would
seem
that
he
must
have
livered last Saturday evening before the Young
are obliged to omit a portion of the President’s
Anti-Bcchanan Democrats.—The Washing
There is reason to believe that Gov. Young
The Times correspondent says :
say was "M y God !” The report of the gun
arguments on this point, after which he thus has long contemplated this result. He knows been robbed and murdered. The body of Capt. Men’s Forensic Union, by R. P. E. Thacher,
“ Senator Wade of Ohio, who never misses brought the neighbors to the house, but nothing ton correspondent ol the New York Post says :
“
The term anti Buchanan Democrat is creep
that
the
continuance
ol
his
despotic
power
de
the
opportunity
for
a
joke,
met
the
defection
of
could he found of the burglars. There was blood
Walsh was received by his family la3t week, E-q., and which was unavoidably postponed,
proceeds :
ing into use. and those to whom it is applied are
pends upon the exclusion of ull settlers Iroiu the
will he read next Saturday eve., at the Hall of Douglas and Stuart with the declaration that it on the stairs and floor, which proved that Mrs, already spoken as of a distinct combination.—
The friends and supporters of the Nebraska and Kansas Territory except those who will acknowledge and was interred on Thurday last.
was the first slave insurrection he ever saw—a U. was not very wide of her mark, The rogues
act, w’hcn struggling on a recent occasion to sustain its wise his divine mission, and implicitly obey his will;
the Association, in Berry’s New Block. Sub suggestion which excited not a little merriment left behind a paper upon which was written the Douglas is regarded as its leader.
provisions before the great tribunal of the American people,
The P laymate.—We have the December num
never differed about its true meaning on tilts subject.— and that an enlightened public opinion there
ject, “ the Gracci and their Times, as illustrative among those who heard it.”
names of several citizens, giving a description of
Everywhere throughout the Union they publicly pledged would soon prostrate institutions at war with ber of “ Forrester’s P laymate ” upoD our ta
A schooner of 115 tons, called the Robert S.
their houses and whether they kept a dog or not
of American Counterparts.” The individuals in
their faith and their honor that they would cheerfully sub
The wounds on one of the rogues, received from Bell has just been launched at Belfast, designed
mit the question of slavery to the decision of the bun7 Jide the laws both of God and man. He has there hie. This pretty, pleasant and instructive mag
ancient history whose characters will he dwelt
Miss Amanda Coffin died suddenly on the 19th Mrs. Hodges, will we hope lead to his detection to run between that place and somo Southern
people of Kansas without any restriction or qualification fore/or several years, in order to maintain his
whatever. All were cordially united upon the great doc independence, been industriously employed in azine for young people is just us good as ever, upon in this lecture were two Romans, who lived ult., ut her father's house in Lowell. Penobscot
port as a carrier of corn.
Her spirited conduct is above all praise.
trine of popular sovereignty, which iff the vital principle of
our free institutions Han it been insinuated from any collecting and fabricating arms und munitions and will commence a new volume in January.— about 150 years before the Christain era. They county, under circumstances which have created
considerable excitement, and led to the suspicion
quarter that it would be a sufficient compliance with the of war. and in disciplining the Mormons for The present number contains many good things
R
esumption
of
S
pecie
P
ayments
bx
the
B
anks
.
Andrew McFadden, an aged man residing in
requisitions of the organic luw for the member? of a con
were of patrician rank, but espoused th e cause that her death was caused hy poison or foul
vention thereafter to be elected, to withhold the quenion of military service. As superimendent ol Indian and among them an epistle from the editor to
The New York banks were to resume specie B irkerville, Penobscot County, was found Friday
of the p-mple and perished in tho defence of practice. She was a young lady o f 21, and hud payments in full on Saturday. In consequence morning, laying dead on tho floor of his bed
slavery from the people, and to substitute their own will for affairs, he has had an opportunity of tampering
that of a legal ascertained majority o f all their constitu with the Indian tribes, and exciting their hos his “ dear friends,” written in hieroglyphics, popular riglits.
been living in Bangor or its vicinity, and re o' this announcement, the Boston banks will re
room, surrounded by a pool of blood.
ents, this would have been instantly rejected. Even where
turned home a few days previous to her death. sume
This, which will puzzlo many of “ Mark Forrester’s”
they remained true to the resolution adopted on a celebrated tile feelings against tho United States
specie payments to-day, and their example
Owing
to the strong feeling pervading the com
occasion, recognizing “ the right of all the people o f the ter according to our information, he has ace
little readers. This magazine is only a dollar n
will
probably
be
immediately
followed
by
the
T
he
N
ew
Y
ork
L
edger
,
tho
great
Family
ritories—including Kansas and K ebraska-acting through
.
.T „ , - .
,i T h e S k o w e h g a n Clarion, says pork has not
munity with reference to the unhappy circum , , ■ ,
the legally and fairly expressed will of a majority of actual plished in regard to some of these tribes, while year and is published by William Guild & Co.. Paper, lias now attained the extraordinary cir stances, her body has been disinterred, an in hanks t ironghout New England.
Ihe banks of
8(1 (,,w in that market for many years as at
residents, and whenever the number of their inhabitants others have remained true to their allegiance
rinn'" “ ?e7 8tru.nS condition, having , tll9 pre80nt
R|)lInd hogs are now selling
Justifies ii, to form u constitiiti m, with or without slavery, and have communicated hia intrigues to our In 156 Washington St. Boston. For sale by E. culation of Three Hundred and Thirty Thousand quest holden by Coroner Wison of Bangor, and
$4,400,000
in
coin
in
their
vaults.
ami be admitted into the Union upon the terms of perfect
from six to eight cents per pound.
the stomach handed over to several physicians
diun agents. He has laid in u stare of provis- K. Spear.
Copies, The Prospectus of The Ledger, which furanalyzation of its contents. The result has
equality with the oilier States.
The Convention to frame a Constitution for Kansas, met ions fur thiee years, which, in -ase of necessity;
Butter Coming Down. The Rochester Democontains all necessary information in regard to not yet transpired.
on the first Monday of September last. They were called
, u«.
i.u w
.i.t- ir.Gold in K ansas. Gold has been discovered
Major
tog»t‘i«rbv virtue of an act of the Territorial Legislature, as 7he^ /informed
, *
,J , Van Vliet,
Wv’ *ho
.,C will conJ
crat says the quantity of butter in the hands ol •„ Kllns |g G
But,#r United StatM , ndii(
•gr" We would direct attention to the adver it, will he found in our advertising columns.
Whose lawful existence had been recognized by Congress iu |C eal, a n d th e n take to the mountains, arid bid
farmers is believed to he larger now than at any , ,,jPn|. inthe Creek N„lil)n , iiyrtha tp o r tio n
tisement of a proposed Singing School by Mr.
different forms and by different enactments. A large pro- 1defiance tO all the p ow ers of the government.”
A N ew Thermometer Simeon Holton of previous time for many years. The best roll » of KanSll| hetween the 38th and 39th par7|iels,
portion of the citizens of Kansas did not think proper to I
« rreils ..nrf
„li thin n».v h« .dlo
reguier their nam e-and to vote at the elec.lon l«r dele- , A g r e a t p a r t Ol a ll thW m ay he id le b u tlS tin ^ , G D. Smith. The improvement made hy all
E y We are requested to stats that after Middlebury claims to have invented a ibemome- freely offered at sixteen cents and firkins and nearj pike,a< fln th(? gouth p ,atte< ig !^ rirel0!JS>
gates : but an opportunity to do this having been fairly af- DUt y e t no wise government will lightly C8timutJ the classes under his instruction, is a sufficient Monday next, 21s| inst., the E astern Express ter that will register any degree of heat or cold
country store lots are difficult to sell at fourteen | Mr B
from tha mininK re ion8 Qfnirth
lol led, their reiu.-.i t.i mail iha.ii.elvo, of .heir right could t |)e ,-ff.rts wliicli may be inspired 'iv socli phieuwithout the use ot mercury, spirit or any ff-iid
hag visited thftt par{ of\ h„ territQry>
in no manner affect the legality of tne convention.
1 - j r
_• *
r
11 *
guarantee to any who may wish instruction for Co. will make two trips a week by land, to and whatever. It Is self-iegistering, and will indi cents Even at these pr.ces the arttcles w ill,
This convention proocoedcd lo frame a cunalilutlnn for ®^ 'd landtlCIrini 118 exists Jiuiung the MonnunS 111
scarcely bear shipment to the New xork mar- I
9 ly9 that lor three hundred miles around
K an,a,, aud dually adjourned on the ?lh day of November. Utah. This is the first rebellion which has ex- themselves or children in the elementary prin from Boston. E L. Lovejoy is agent for the Icate any degree of co id, even tow enough to
Bm nitie di.nculiv occurred iu the convention, except on j,jed
QUp Territories ; and hnmaoity itself rs- cip les uf th e ic ie n e e o f vo ca l m u s ic ,
Igold may he obtained.
Ifrewe epirite.
U e subject of slaver?. The truth la that th« getwraJ proi.avir
same, as heretofore.
our condition we may yet indulge in bright
hopes for the future. “ The buoyancy of youth,
the energies of our population and the spirit
that never quails before difficulties will enable
us soon to recover from our presont financial
embarrassments. The plan of reviving a Na
tional Bank is discountenanced, after alluding
to tiiat topic the President says .

of Indian affairs, a secretary, three judges ol
the Supreme Court, a marshal and a district-at
torney. Subsequent acts provided for the ap
pointment of the officers necessary to extend oui
land and our Indian system over tiie territory.
Biigham Young was appointed the first Gover
nor on the 20th Septemcer, 1850, and has held
the office ever since. Whilst Governor Y’oung
has been both Governor and Superintendent o!
Indian Affairs throughout this period, he lias
“ After all, we must mainly rely upon the patriotism and been at the same time the head of the church
wisdom cf the States for the prevention and redress of the
evil. If they will afford us a real specie basis for our pa called the Latter-Day Saints, und professes to
per circulation, by increasing the dehominntion of bank govern its members and dispose of their proper
notes, first to twenty nnd afterwards to fifty dollars; if ty by direct inspiration and authority from the
they will require that the bank* shall at all times keep on
ilmighty. His power lias been, therefore, ab
hand at least one dollar of gold and silver for every three
dollars of their circulation and deposites ; nnd if they will solute over both church and State.
provide by a self-executing enactment, which nothing can
The people of Utah, almost exclusively be
ariest. that the moment they suspend they shall go into
liquidation, I believe that such provision, with a weekly long to this church, and believing with a lanatipublication by each bank of a statement of its condition, eal spirit that lie is guvernor ol the Territory
would go far to secure us against future suspensions of
ny civiue appointment, they obey his CoUim.indi.
specie payments.
Congress, in my opinion, possesses the pswer to pass a as if they were direct revelauons from Heaven,
uniform bankrupt law, applicable to
bankng itibtiiuiions [f, tlierelorc, he chooses that his government

M unicipal E lections.

Two other vessels were alongside on Saturday night, and It
was thought if the wenther continued moderate the brig
The «ubscribcr having been engaged in the attempt to might be got off. The brig's rudder is gone, and the cargo
damaged
by water. On Sunday the wind was SW, and
perfect another medicine which would be certain in opera
tion, beneficial in effect and powerful to eradicate disease blowing fresh, which was very unfavorable for the wreck,
has at length succeeded ;

o

Frideric IV. Lincoln, J r., was elected Mayor
of Boston, on Monday last, by a plurality of
.3919.
John Sleeper was reelected on Monday, May.
or of Roxbury by a plurality of 188.
Gen James Dana was elected Mayor of
Charleston, same day, by a plurality of 517.

me

sw o o sh

WIGGIW'S N eu ro p ath ic F ills

M R. G. D. SMITH would respectfully in-

F. G. COOK’S
C IT Y drugstore

P R IC E S D O W N

N ovember 25, 1857.
LINCOLN. 88.—Taken on execution in favor of Joshua
Thorndike of 8outh Thomaston In said County and
against John Graves of said South Thom aston, and will
be sold at public Yendue on Tuesday ihe 29th day of De
cember next at 10 o’clock A. M., at my office in the
Spofford Block, in the city of Rockland, a ’l the right in
equity which the said John Graves has or had at the lime
the attachm ent on the originol w rit, of redeeming the
'TAKES this method to inform his customers ol
JL and the public that he has removed from SPE a R following described real estate, lying in said South Thomas
ton. mortgaged to George Thorndike, and bounded as fol
BLOCK, to
lows, to w it:—Beginning on the South side of a private
road or way leading between Coombs’ lot and Hall’s lot
N O . 8 T H O R N D IK E B L O C K ,
to the lot below described, thence running South 4 feet,
passing at the distance of three feet from a porch standing
where he will keep constantly on hand a large and well on said premises, thence East by South 3 rods and 3 feet
through the middle of the house standing on said lot and
selected stock of
land formerly in possession of Christopher Stover to stake
and stones 1U feet distant in frout of said house ; thence
South 2 degrees West about 10 rods by Ezekiels Hall’s
land to stake and stones ; thence West 7 rods to' stake
and stones by said Hall's land, thence by said Hall’s land
C H IN A
W A K E,
North 12 rods wanting 4 feet to stake and stones at the
South side of said private way or road, thence East 4 rods
to which he is constantly adding all the new patterns and io the first mentioned bounds containing about 1-2 acre
styles as they are brought out.
with (he southern part of said house, aud a porch attach
ed to the said southern part of said house with a privilege
of a road to town road and privilege of the well as long
as it is used as such.
Reference being had to Deed from Wm. M cLoonto
John Graves, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for the
of every atsle and description.
Eastern District, Lincoln County, Nov. 30, 1819.
Rockland, Nov 25, 1857.
3w49
ROBERT ANDERSON, Deputy Sheriff.
T A B L E C U T L E R Y A N D SPOO NS.

— ON—

LEANDER WEEKS.

S in g in g School.

A rm S uck a Medicine , and a sure remedy for all those
diseases which arise from a morbid state of the Liver or an
impure state of the blood, such as

S h e r iff’s Sale.

REM O VAL.

PA LM ER S

DRY G O O D S!

;

BLO C K ,

SIGN BLUE MORTAR.
’Vholeinle and Retail Dealer in DRUGS, MEDICINES.
CHEMICALS and PATENT MEDICINES of every ap
proved kind, CHOICE PERFUMERY, HAIR DYES
SOAP8, COSMETICS. JELLIES, OLIVES, CITRON,
MACE, FIGS, LARD and LINSEED OILS, PAINTS,
DYE STUFFS, PAINT BRUSHES nnd PORTERS
BURNING FLUID. All ot which will be aold at tbo
lowest market prices for c a s h o r a p p r o v e d c r e d i t .
Rockland, October 7, 1857.
4Jtf

Dyspepsia, Loss o f Appetite, Jaundice
form his friends and the public that he will com
mence a class tor elementary instruction in vocal music,
—AT—
Costiveness, Headache, Languor,
at the Vestry of the Congregational Church, about the
First of January next, provided sufficient encouragement
Hon. Isaac T oucly, of Connecticut, who is
Debility, <f-c.
is given. Further particulars will be announced hereafter.
presiding so acceptably over this important de
Rockland, Dec. 17, 1857.
51tf
LEWIS KAUFMAN’S.
These Pills have a claim on the public for the following
partment of the public service, gives a clear reasons:
D rugs, M edicines. &c.
and consise account of its operations for the year They are purely vegetable, they cause no pain, although
Freedom .notice.
T
H
E Subscriber, being OBLIGED to sell, will
CROCKERY, GLASS a n d
are certain in their operation, and are perfectly safe
A sell DRY GOODS
showing that the naval force is adequate to the they
have just returned from Boston with a fresh
for’male or female in any condition, for they do not weak 'TO all whom it may concern. Thia is to cersecurity of the property and persons ot citizens. en, but STRENGTHEN THE WHOLE SYSTEM, by e x c itin g 1- tify that I have this day given to my son JOHN F.
supply of Drugs, .Medicines, <fec., which makes my
O EC E3 .A.
3ES H .
j PERKY his time, and he is at liberty to act, and trans act
stock as extensive us can bd found in the county.
The home squadron, under Capt. Paulding, has every organ to a healthy action.
As to cost they are suited to the times, so that all inay I business for himself, and that I will claim none of his earnF.G.COOK,
consisted of steam frigates Wabash and Roanoke, possess
'
ings,
or
be
accountable
for
any
o
f
his
debts,
or
contracts
than
they
can
be
bought
this
side
of
Boston,
as
may
be
them.
47tf
City Drug Store.
sloops Siratoga and Cyane. and the war steam-- Lastly, by the use of these Pills the Liver is excited to a I he may make
seen by the following scale of prices :
under my hand this fourteenth day o f Deceml
ers Susquehannah and Fulton, and the increase healthy action and all the organs will perform their work 1 leGiven
B
u
rn
in
g
Fluid.
thousand eight hundred and fifty-seven.
Former Price.
in
such
a
manner
as
to
increase
the
health and ha ppi 
Sell
For.
of this squadron is required by the condition ol ness of all who may use them.
WILLIAM PERRY
While Granile and Stone Ware
B e a t L y o n s V e lv e t s
• IO
•7
wholesale and retail at
3w*51
affairs in New Grenada and portions of Centra! All the subscriber asks of ihe public is to use them ac South Thomaston, Dec. 14, 1857.
5 5 0 AT 47tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
cording to the directions which will be found around each
C n s h n ie r e L o n g S ^ a w l i ,
America.
C h a h m er e S q u a r e S h a w ls ,
THE
If any unlawful expedition from the United box.
P. S. Numerous certificates might be had from many of
S e w Figs.
States agaicst Nicaragua, Costa Rica, or Mex the most able physicians, who highly recommend them to
TU3T received, at
sick, but we are williug to let them stand on their own
ico shill succeed in effecting a landing, it will the
W
47tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
BA Y STA TE LONG SH AW LS
A large assortment of
w
m
e
o
be because it has been able to elude the vigi merits. P R I C E 2 0 C T S P E R B O X .
n otice.
at 15 per cent. less than COST.
lance ol this squadron. The Jamestown is Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, No. 3 Spear Block, RockF
O
R
.
1
8
3
8
!
l hereby given that the Copartnership heretoGum
Drops.
W
ooden
W
a
re
.
preparing ot Philadelphia to join it, and will laud, Me.
fore existing between the undersigned is hereby dis A L L W O O L T H I B E T S at same rates.
large assortment at wholesale and retail a t
C. P. FESSIINDEN, Agent for Rockland.
solved by uiujual consent. Win. Farrow, J r., is author
ALSO—A choice slock of
soon be ready for sea.
___ 47tf
CITY DRUG STORE.
Rockland, Nov 26, 1857.
45tf
THE BEST FAMILY PA PER IN THE
ized to close up and settle all the business of said firm.
Mr. Toucey recommends on appropriation of
All persons indebted to said firm of more than six Lyonese Cloth,
Nice Confectionery,
W O R LD !
Family Groceries, Baruing Fluid, &c., &c, months standing ate requested to call at the old stand and
$7,376 for the expense of bringing home the
settle.
remnants ol Walker's array in the Roanoke
' TXIRECL’ from Boston, at
A ll th e F n v n r it e W r i t e r s r e t a i n e d , a n d N ear
WM. FARROW, Jr.
All Wool Plnlda,
L. W .—Will be pleased io have those in want of any
-U
4 /tf
f ITY DRUG STORE.
C
from Aspinwa.l. Though the secretary up
R. C. BRANN.
Union
“
article in his line to look through his stock before puron es added.
Roekland, Dec. 1, 1827.
3ww49
Vulencia
“
proves the action of Commander Davis, in tak
chwKiiig. as he feels confident (hat he can show them
New Tamarinds.
S t i l l G r e a t e r A t t r a c t i o n s fo r t h e N e w Y e a r . goods which will cumpaie with the times, both in regard
ing off the remnant of Walker's army, he con
Mohairs,
to quality and price.
I
City Drug Store,
D R. J. B . N . GOULD,
demns the action of that offi ter in interfering
Rockland, Dec. 10, 1857.
50lf
The circulation! of THE NEW YORK LEDGER, is
School.
Muslin DeLains,
in the matter of the Granada, and returning Rheumatic, Neuralgia and Spinal Balm,
now T hree H undred and T hirty T housand C o pie s ,
M r . PAINE’S school, located in the
Cigars, Cigars.
her to the Nicaragnan authorities.
Office and Laboiatory 11 1-2 School St., Boston. Cures which is greater than that of any
T wholesale and retail at
BUY YOUR
in from 12 to 48 hours, removes severest Rheumatic and
O ld L im e R o c k B a n k B u i l d i n g ,
A
TTtf
CITY DRUG STORE.
Ten other Literary Papers in America.
near the Baptist Meeting-house, opens to-day, Thursday, Ginghams,
Washington Matters. The Washington cor Neuralgia pains in fifteen minutes.
12 1-2 1
Dec. 3. Scholars admitleil a» any time.
Flannels,
50
U se d o n ly n» n u e x t e r n a l a p p l i c a t i o n .
respondent of the Ntw York Evening Post men
Sperm
Caudles.
C
h
ristm
as
&
N
ew
Y
e
a
r’s
T
U
I
T
I
O
N
,
tions a report there is to lie a course of premed DP. J . B. N. GOULD has been stopping in Rockland for The profits on this unpar
20
12 1-2
circulation enable th e
per term of ten weeks, as follow*:
City Drug Store.
Table Cloths,
$2 00
$150
itated personal attack upon JudgeDouglas, with a few days for the purpose of Demonstrating the Virtues alleled
proprietor of THE I.EDG ER
H
Common English Studies,
$3,50
, “
“
2 50
1 00
to expend sums upon ii which
the expectation of intimidating him. The as of his Remedy and was very successful.
Higher
•“
“
4,00
Ladles’ Cloth. Cashmeres, Satinets, Tickings, Demins,
would
soon
swamp
any
or
F
o
r
S
a
le
o
n
ly
b
y
F
.
G
.
C
O
O
K
,
sault is to commence with a Missouri senator.
Latin nnd Greek Languages,
4,^0
Check, Linen Damask, Diaper, Worsted Goods,
DR, H. JAMES’
dinary publication
Navigation and Surveying.
5,00
Hosiery, Gloves, Bonnet Ribbons, Velvet
Tne Washington correspondent of the New Wholesale and Retail Agent for Rockland and vicinity, A paper with a circulation
City Drug Store, Rockland, Me.
Ribbons. Embrrideries, dtc., in
o f only a hundred thousand
AT THE R O C K L A N D BOOK STORE.
York Evening Post 8ay6 :
E
vening
School.
too
great
variety
»o
mention,
Rockland, Nov. 4, 1857.
45tf
E
X
T
R
A C T O P C A O A R I S IPfD IC A
or so would sink under the
all at the same great re
“ Governor Walker, who was Said to have
A course of twenty-five evenings in Arithmetic
expenses of THE LEDGER
PO R the permanent cure of Consumption,
duction from lormer
E . R . SPEA R.
aud English Grammar,
$2,0(
gone to Kansas, is here in body and in spirit,
in less than six months.
r___
’ A Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, and General Debility, preprices.
A V I G G I X ’S
All of the old and favorite
A course of twenty-five evenings in Book-Keep
All who have purchanes'to make and wish to save mon- Pared h> ,DrJ *'>**L Jersey City, N J , and for sale
and the latter is us active as ever in opposition
Contributors will continue to
ing, Navigation «kc.,
2,01 ey these hard times must he suie and call at
N E U R O P A T H I C
F L U I D ,
only by F. G. COOK, sole agent for Rockland and vicinto the President on the Kansas question.
write for THE LEDGER, as
ky.

S ecretary of th e N a v y ’s R eport.

I

ho

P

A

ThF vvokld^ I essingT

Washington, Dec. 10
The nomination of Col. Richardson ns Gov
ernor of Nebraska, was to day confirmed by the
Senate. This appointment implies that his pos
ition on the subject of Kansas is satisfactory to
the administration.
The removal of Gov. Walker is daily expect
ed It is stated on high authority that should
he now move in the direction of Kansas, this
result would immediately follow.
Thus. J. Semanes has been appointed U. S.
Attorney for the District ol New Orleans. His
predecessor was removed on the ground that Indid not use sufficient vigilance to prevent the es
cape of Gen. Walker and party for that port.
H ,n Nathan Cliff ird's appointment to supply
the vacancy in the Supreme Court Bench ha*
not yet been definitely acted upun by the Senate,
Norfolk, 10th.
The corn market is overstocked, and prices
declined considerably to-day. Sales of Yellow
at 55 a 56, and White 56 c.
Coasting vessels are in urgent demand.
The Bremen ship Eva Dorothea is still in u
peiilous condition. The wreckers are at work
stripping her of her rigging The cargo will
be brought to that city and sold.

FOR THE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in ths
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil
blains, Cold Feet, Sprains,
Spinal Affections,
Ac., Ac.
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested a
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to test
for themselves the merits of his invaluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find no su
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef
fects by its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tonic and AntiSpasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous sys’em,
•nid is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false eucomiums
upon his discovery, he will refund the money paid for the
medicine in any case of failure where it has received a fair
(rial.
Prepared only bv N. WIGGIN, and for sale bv C. P.
FESSENDEN, N o.5, Kimball Block.
J . if. EST a BROOK. J r., Agent for Camden.
Rockland, May 21, 1856.
2Itf

heretofore.
No expense will be spared
to Brrure oilier, whom pen.
:red cornpe-i
shall be considered
compe
tent to add to THE LEDG
ER'S attractions and useful
ness.
Mrs. EMMA D. E. N.
SOUTHWORTH writes on
ly for THE NEW YORK
LEDGER.

DOCT. T. DOE,

The School will be in session four or five evenings iu £
week.
Rockland, Dec. 3, 1857.
49tf

L E W I S K A U F M A N ’S,
N o . 1 L im e R o c k B a a k B u i l d i u g ,
DR. H. JA M E S '
and purchase their Fall and Winter DRY GOODS.
YY of Rockland that he has located himself in this city
N. B. 5000 yards o f COTTON CLOTH, at 5 eta. per
and may be found at his residence, comer of
yard, as good as my neighbors are selling for 8 cts c«ii
~
Ointm ent o f In d ia and P ain K iller.
U N I O N n n d M Y R T L E S T S ., ( B u t l e r H o u s e .)
dnd See.
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1857.
48if
All orders in the several branches of his profession will T H E Copartnership heretofore existing in
Rockland under the Firm name of
receive prompt attention at all times
P O R the Suppression of all pains, inflama-U (ions. Ulcers. Eruptions, Tumors, wounds, a"d bruis
Reference may be had to the following Gentlemen.
FIELD & JORDAN,
es, dec., dec. F. G. COOK, City D rugstore, sole agent
R -v. C. F Tupper,
G. W . Thacher, Esq.
has
this
day
been
dissolved
and
the
business
of
Carriage
for
Rocklund and vicinity,
47jf
G
E
N
T
S
'
F
U
R
N
IS
H
IN
G
GOODS,
Hon. Ste,diet. Thacher,
M. W. Farwell, Esq.
and Sleigh manufiu ture is to be continued by the new firm
Larkin Snow, Esq.
C. W- Snow, Esq.
n t T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S
ot JORLAN A ALBEE.
DR.
II.
JA
M
E
S
Messrs. Thacher <fc Brother, Esq*.
EPHRAIM A. JORDAN.
Rockland, Dec 10, 1857.
20tf
JOREPH H. FIELD.
. I DEGULVTING and Purifying Pills F. G.
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1857.
*48tf
Xv COOK, taty
Drui! Store, Sole Agent for Rockland
ity Drug
47tf

YX7OULD respectfully inform the inhabitants

C opartnership Notice.

FANNY FERN writes i
ly for THE NEW YORK
LEDGER.
SYLV a NUS COBB, Jr.,
writer only f-rT IIE NEW
YORK LEDGER.
EMERSON
BENNETT
writes only for TIIE NEW
T, A. W EN TW O R TH
YORK LEDGER.
Is selling New Style
M EW ’ S R U B BER
BOOTS
ALICE CARY, Mrs. SI
GOURNEY, and Dr. NEL
Can be bad nt
6 0 0 B U S H E L S
SON write lor THE NEW
T .A . W EN TW ORTH’S,
Cheaper than ever for Cash.
43
YORK LEDGER.
F o r a little M on ey.
GEORGE 1> J ’R ENTICE, |
JOHN G .SAXE, and all tin
other best writers, contribute
to TH E NEW YORK LED
N Cellar nnd Market now selling. Whole
GER.
sale and Retail at the lowest c a s h p r ic e .
THE LEDGER is devotedI; rr iI E subscriber hereby gives public notice that
Those wishing to buy to sell again will find thl* a favor
State Assayers’ Office, No 32 Somerset St. ?
, 1 L
ilt ~ •L. —
----- of- Rockland,
- in the County of
to POLITE LITERATURE,!
I.UoY
GRAVES,
able opportunity to supply themselves.
Boston,
August
6th
1857.
>
DR BANKS lias moved to bis residence
ORIGINAL
ILLUSTRA- Lincoln by her deed of mortgage dated the twenty-sixth
SAMUEL TIBBETTS.
W illiam R obinson , Esq., No. 4 Hollingsworth, Street
on Middle Street, which may be distinguished at night by a
TED TALES, ESSAYS, ! day of January, A. D. 1856. and recorded with the Ke
No. i Central Market.
red light iu front, plainly to be seen from Main Street.
pt lETRY. SKETCHES, B I-' cord* for Deed*. Eastern District iu a rid County, V»l. 25, . ,,
,
»
i
... .
. , .
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1857.
48tf
Next door io A. 11. Kimball's.
OOR a PHY, NEW S, 4 c.
P»et3S9 rnnveyed m him n certain loi of Inn,I with the
U te a sik
In accordance with youi reque.t. I have
THE LEDGER 1. every1 building. (hereon, shunted in said Rockland mid bounded LX?lll!,l,,,e!h
A
'r ^ i "o.T'i'Yo
whe-e acknowledged io be the
as follows, viz: beginning at stake and stones on the , ' Id, ’ 11 lh5 T f. 1!*) V « hh™ Central Rtul Ro,,d» 12
T . A. W E N T W O R T H
best iamily paper in the world
* North side ol the road leading from Simonton’* corner t«» i ni,|*? ,IOr,‘J1, J,hc C,l>
vi
i•
, „
Is selling
—henceits extraordinary and
i: degrees
the Atlantic Wharf, thence running by said road South 81
1 ,Ml lhe
’"r h**?,*! ° f
unheard-of popularity.
West sixty feet, thence North 9 degrees West ?r
,e’t .° ne,.R IarSe,y Crjstaline pure Carbonate of
L
a
d
i e s ’ R u b b e r B o o ts ,
The proprietor ol the LEDeighty fee* to Coil Ingraham’s old line, tl.eT.ce bv .aid I ‘,meK* "nd? ^ olher n dne f rM,nrd U’donn e. or Magnenan
M.C.ANDREWS.
j line North 61 degrees Ea«t sixty feet, thence South 9 de- i GH,IbV,.'.aie, iml*
largely Lr>*taliiie Limes one, Cheap for Cash.
In this city, Dec. 10th, by 8. C. Fessenden, Esq., Mr. John GER einplots the best lalent,
4
and by so doing makes the
1 grees E si eighty feet to the first bounds ; ..ini the condl-• c a ” A ura S,OnC’ 8 Ul,ed cbiert> ,o r.
,une
B. Marsh, to Miss Hannah Ulmer, both of this city.
In West Camden, Nov. 29th, by Rev. E L. Cleveland, best paperjn the country.
J lions of said mor’gage deed having bee i broken, by ren- I and is burned in patent perpetual Kilns, with Wood which
i produce 400 bushels of excellent lime per day. This linieTHE NEW YORK LEDMr Comfort 11. Larrabee of Rockland to Miss Martha M.
on whereof, he claims a foreclosure of the #
is also a handsome building material, though not so
Hemeuway o f Camden
G ER is printed ou beautllul
ARCHIBALD G SPEAR. j; stone
strong as the Dolomite,
while paper, and is composed I Rockland, Dec. 7. P57.
In Salem, Mass., Wednesday Nov. 16th, by Rev. Dexter
3w50
I found that an average sample ofit had a specific grav
Clapp, Mr Leverette G. Hall of So. Thomaston to Miss
of eight pages, making the '
ity
of
2. 697 and consequently a cubic foot o fit will weigh
Catherine S. Mason of Salem.
handsomest weekly paper in
i 168 56i pounds Its strength is probably like that tested
Iu Boston, 26th ult , Mr S M. Cobb, of New London, N.
the Union. It is pubbshed ■
in Washington, from this immediate vicinity which reevery Satuid.-iy, ami sold at •
H., to Miss E. W. Keller, of M achiasport; 9th inst., Eu
Iquired a force to crush it per square inch equal to 8.057
BUY YOUR
gene E. Sanger. M. D., of Bangor, to Miss Emily Fay, only
all the news offices in every
i pounds.
child of the late Sabiu Pond, of Ellsworth.
city and town throughout the '
j On chemical analysis of ihe sample I took from your
At Cannon Falls, Min., Oct. 7th, Mr. Jam es O Dorr, of
country, and is mailed for I
O
i N U K
E W
S ,
!
huarry 1 find this stone to yield, in one hundred parts by
Portland, to Mrs. Adeline M. Moody, of South Hadley,
subscribers at $2 per annum; 1
a
j weight.
Mass.
two copies are sent for $3.
Carbonate of Lime
97. 9
Any person obtaining eight .
Carbonate of Mugnese and Iron
1. 8
i
f
subscribers nt 81 50 each
Insoluble Silicious m atter
0. 3
(which ia our lowest club
rates), and sending us $12,
100.0
will be entitled to one copy
.9 of Carbonate Lime contains 55.M of lime.
free. Terms invariably iu ad
TT AS just returned from BOSTON with a large
AT THE ROCKLAND BOOK STORE.
In thia city, Dec I>tb, of Cnniutnption, M-. Jotttr J ame- i vance. Address all letters to
n
STOCK ol
I
wish to make a contract for Quarrying Linr.e Stone, j
sox, aged 41 years 5 mouths aud It da>s.
and burning Litne, a t the above place. Ten or more sober i
He was greatly beloved aud respected by his neighbors R O B E R T B O N N E R ,
E
.
R
.
S
P
E
A
R
.
and
industrious
men
c*«n
have
constant
employment,
or
I
j
Publisher of the
aad f.llow citizens. He leaves three children who are or
would make a contract, with one person to Quarry the j
phans indeed, as their mother also died ubout a year and a NEW YORK LEDGER,
Stone nnd burn the l.itne. To men who have had ex peri- 1
44 Ann street, New York.
half ago.
ence in the Lime business this will be a most desirable
In this city, Nov. 26lh, Mary M. Haskell wife of Samuel [
M
U S I C A L
N. B.—Now is a good time
opportunity
Hatikell, daughter of Enoch S., and Eunice Fhiibrick aged
WM. ROBINSON,
to
subscribers
Mrs.
SOUTH
16 years, 3 mouths and twelve days.
N consequence of the derangement of the or „n kinds generally kept in bis line and will be sold at
W ORTH’S new story, THE
No. 4 Hollingsworth Street, Baltimore Md.
In St. George, Nov. luth, of cuusumption, Mrs. Mary P.
times, I have decided to offer our Stock of Goods at
BRIDE OF AN EVENING,
November 26, 1857.
4w48
wife of Hezekiah Stover, aged 48 years and 6 months.
prices
that
shall
place
them
handsui of
customers
mat
snail
place
mem
m in
methenanus
eusiuiuers
in in
_ _ _ _
h xflA
w ill be commenced in THE
In Belfast, Nov. 25th, Beujuiniu Shute, U. S. Marine, .
LEDGER on the firs* ol Jan 
aged 46 \ear>>.
uary.
In Belfast, Dec. 5th, Lizzie Maria, daughter of William .
IF YOU WISH TO BUY
N. B. No. 2.—We have no
aud Esther Wardweli, aged i year, 2 mos. and 16 da)s.
JOHN COLLINS will give instruction
Agents authorized to receive
In Ditmont, Dec. 7th, John S. Harding, aged 40 years, 9 j
subscriptions for THE LED
mos. and 27 days.
P
i
a
u
o
F
o
r
t
e
,
V
i
o
l
i
n
,
S
in
g
i
n
g
a
n
d
T
h
o
r
o
u
g
h
J
We particularly cail attention to our Stock and the
GER. Subcribers must al
In Honolulu, Sandwich Islands. Oct. 10th, Mr. Jere- j
Prices.
as long as the PANI3 LASTS.
ways remit direct to us, and
ml.ih Bagley,aged 44 \ears.
B A S S .
We have on hand aud shall
1 his Stock was selected with c : and there will always
not send or pay any money to
In Peru, Indiana, Oct. 9ih, Mr. Nathan B. Prescott, form- :
be found u GOOD STOCK OF
P IA N O S F O R S A L E A N D TO L E T .
any Agents.
erlv of Moutville, aon of Gen. Oreu Prescott, aged 28 years,
10 months and 7 days.
Also
Repaired
and
Tuned,
a
good
Piano
for
$100.
Ap'
A high mornl tone characterizes every article in T H E
Ps. A£ l W ool B est
In Francis own, N H., 4th inst., John Gibson, Esq., aged LEDGER. In fact, the names of its leading contributors ply hi his hinise, corner of Union and Grove Streets.
53 years, formerly of the Eagle Hotel, N II.
Rockland, Dec. 3, 1857.
49tf
At 7 5 c e n t s
are a sufficient guarantee that it stands in marked contrast
In Madison Township, Butler Co., Ohio, 17th ult , Jere to a class ol weekly publications that have for so long a
C H E A P F O R CA SH GO TO
miah Marston, a native of Ml. Vernon, aged 59.
time flooded the country, but which, fortunately for the
On board steam ship Philadelphia, on her passage from morals of our people, are almost extinct.
i s all shades,
ILtvaua to New Y’ork, of yellow fever, Gratia, wife of
T . A . W E N T W O R T H ’S.
Capt. .Samuel S. Jordan, of ship Gratia, aged 34, aud Em- ,
From 1 7 to 3 3 c e n t s
ma June, daughter of Samuel S. nnd Grutta Jordan, aged 4
years
BUY YOUR
choice patterns,
At Havana, on board barque Sierra Nevada, Stephen An
derson. and Margiaua Anderson, (colored, the cook and his I
-FOR THE—
At 1 2 1-2 to 1 7 c e n t s , former price
wife) of Portland ; James Harwood, ol Rockland ; Richard
Christmas aud New Year’s
P. Waters, of Pittsburg. Ms ; Win Brown, of Ipswich,
20 and 25 cent*.
Eng.; all died about the middle of October, of yellow le-

P o ta to e s

H

a t s

a n d

O cv

s

P It I .11 E

Notice o f roreclosu re.

I

To Lim e B urners.

ii

F ro u i G ran d T u r k .

N ew Y’ork. Dee. 13 The British brig Mar
garet, from Grand Turk Nov. 26. reports three
American brigs just arrived, but names nut re
collected. Captain Windsunalso reports great
scarcity of provisions at Grand Key, and a por
tion of the inhabitants in a state of starvation.
All the vessels arriving from sea report very
heavy weather.

PU RCH A SERS!

C h ristm as & N ew Y e a r’s

No. 3 K im b a ll Block,

DOW N

_____________________________ ;

F U R S

20

St . Lons, Dec 14. The Leavenworth Ledger
of the 9ut. says ar. express has just arrived.
Col. Sumner arrived hete last night.
Capt. Van Vilet pis-ed through here in post
haste on Saturday morning.
Tl.e rapid mnveinents are supposed to have
reference to the Utah but inay be dispatches to
Gen. Denver or Gen. Harney, the commander ol
the lioups in Kansas.

A Woolb Ship' s Crew Devoured bt Casni
Bals —I’lie El Mercutia of Valparaiso, Chili,
has the following stitem ent:
“ Tne occurrence of a lamentable event, which MA R IN E J O U R N A L
we dreaded before, has been unfortunately con
firmed during the last three days The barque
PORT OF ROCKLANDSarah Ann. txtund from that putt to the Islands
Arrived.
of Oceania with merchandize and passengers,;
FRIDAY, Dec. 11.
was wrecked on one inhabited by savage can
Brig Julia F o rd ,------- , Linconville.
nibals, and every person on board was devoured
Sch Freeport, Sherman, Portluud.
by those monsters We have no details ol this : “ Hector, Snow. Portland
“ John Adams, Gregory, Boston.
dreadful calamity.”
“

P R E S E N T S PU BLIC .
AT THE ROCKLAND BOOK STORE

F o r G E N T S ’ GLOVES and M ITTEN S

W O O D & CASK M A R K E T -

S uperior T able B u tter and Cheese
l?OR Sale at the Cheap Cash Store of

r

49tf

JSI. W IG G IIS T ,
D ru g g ist a n d A pothecary,

T IM E TO B U Y .

500

G ood

D ia r ie s fo r

For 6 1-4 c e n t s

20 “

Cotton & W ool

F la n n el,

W S R g .

For 1 2 1.2 c e n t s
S o

S o

10

B ales

10

Pa.

A large lot of Silver, such as Spoons, large and small ;
Silver Butter Knives ; Sugar, Sail. Mustard ami Des
ert Simons ; Silver plated Spoons of all descrip
tions , Silver Tea Strainers ; S ilv e r and Gold
Thim bles; a good Stock of Gold, Si’ver
and Sieel Bowed SPECTACLES;
Abo plated Silver Spectacles i f
Green, Blue and Plain Glass
es j Also sp rin g Steel
Eye Glasses.
•
a
-ALSO—

B row n Sheetings,
From G 1-1 to 8 c e n t s

HATS & CAPS. P

H e is S e l l i n g v e r y L o w ,
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1857

Sch Bengal, Snow, Digby, N. S.

B lue, G rey and R ed T willed

F la n n e ls ,

46tf

For 3 3 c e n t s

and R E M O V A L

20

P rs.

CAM EO and other E A R O R N A M E N T S

B lan k ets,

a n a

At very low prices.

RUBBERS

DOMESTIC PORTS.

AT THE ROCKLAND BOOK STORE.

P rovidence , Dec 10. Brig Emily Saunders is reported
by the Journal, as below this port, leaky, with loss of a
portion of deckload of lumber, having been ashore, it is un
derstood, near Chatham. She is from Bangor
Ship Baltic, of Thomaston, ashore mi lhe breakers below
(Recently occupied by J. C. MOODY.)
j Charleston, remains as before, but is expected to go to
DEALER IX
pieces during the next Easterly blow.
P A T E N T M E D I C I N E S , C H E M I - Brig Vernon, of aud for Bangor from Baltimore, with a
i cargo of 1600 bbls flour, when off' the mouth of Vineyard
r n l» , P e r f u m e r y n n d F a n c y G o o d ..
; Sound on Friday morning last, (wind b]n-.\Lig strong from
—ALSO —
>the West) parted her tiller ropes, and before new ones
be rove, went ashore on the ledge South side of Cutp a p e r h a n g i n g s , w i n d o w c u r could
l\hunk. and bilged. Sch Abby M, and sloop Swift, of
tains FIREBOaBDS and borders.
, Holmes’s Hole, went to her assistance, and look out 5UU
bbls
of
flour, and carried it to Holmes’s Hole on Saturday.
ROCKLAND, MB.

T.

R evised S ta tu tes.
TL Maine for

1837,

Price three Dollar*.

Just received and for *nl« by
M. G. ANDREWS,
No. 3 Kimball Block,
Rockland.
5 Itf

A.

R E C E IV E D

AT

BUY YOUR

PRESENTS
AT THE ROCKLAND BOOK STORE.

which owing to the SCARCITY ot the ONE THING
i N E E D F U L , will be sold
2 0 p e r r e n t L o w e r th a n fo r m e r P r ic e s ,
48lf

M E3SEE & YOUNG,
Are now Receiving

CORN.
FLOUR.
I'ORK.
LARD,
R evised S ta tu te s.
FISH,
W. I. GOODS and
EW Revised Statutes ot Maine for sale
at the Rockland Book Store.
GROCERIES,

M A N C H ESTER

Christmas and New Year’s

8 C A .L K

AT THE ROCKLAND BOOK STOREE . R . SPEA R.

A.

IE3 H .

m.

17, M l.

46tf

S tage a n d R a ilro a d N otice

FOR

200

AOTHIAG

BEADS

4riacofta, Waldoboro*, W arren .Thomaston and Rockland,
on th earrl 'ai »f eac.h train of cars at Bath.
A Stage also leaves MAINE HOTEL, D n m n r ia c o t ln
for Gardiner, immediately on the arrival of the Stage from
Rockland, every day except Sundays, passing by Damaris
cotta Mill* and through Aina, Whitefield, East Pittston
and Pittston arriving at Gardiner in time for the Boston
train of cars.
RETURNING—Will leave Gardiner for the above nam
ed places on the arrival of the Boston train of car*, arriv.
ing at Damariscotta in season to connect with the Stage
from Bath fur Rockland. F a r e $ l , 2 5 a
! T . &. W. BERRY &, CO., P ro prietors .
Rockland j an- 3, 1856.
2tf

H A TS & CA PS.
M E N ’S B O Y S ’ A N D C H I L D R E N S

bv

5 W
46tf

A

“

TO YS
51

, c peaSE ,
No. 9 Kimball Block.

C ta“

r” “

L. C. PEASE. North Store Kimball Block.

1500 Bushels Corn.

BRAGELETTS.

FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS

500 Bushels Rock Salt,
B

AND

A good Stock of C U T L E R Y , A good assortment of

BU SH ELS

c*nTP r,nf1 fnr .Salp
o l o i e a u a Io r 0 t
461f

B U TTO NS.

FANCY GOODS,

NOVA SCOTIA POTATOES.

^iTAGES w ill lea v e ROCKLAND for BATH every]
morn ing. ^'indayR excepted—at 2 o ’clock aud 6 1-2
o’clock. A. M. arriving nt Bath in season to co nned wilh I j
the I o’clock A . M. and 4 o’clock P M. Train* foi PORT“ r ETUR M NO—Will leave BATH for W iscasset, Dam-i

SLEEVE

of ali descriptions, such as :—SHAWL PINS, PORTMONNAIF.S with and without Chain*.
All kinds ol

Will not be obtained ; but all persons in want of
BO O TS, SH O E S O R R U B B E R S ,
will find a good assortment at a very low price, at thi
Store of
BERRY A RICHARDSON.
I Rockland, Oct. 6.
4 ltf

>
~

T IIE L A T E S T F A L L S T Y L E S
* :? s a
s & a e a sr s s
selling very cheap.
A large assortment of the best WRAPPING PAPER.

2 0 0 BBLS FL0UR’
SUPERFINE,
EXTRA, and
DOUBLE EXTRA,

of rvery I’eacriptlnn which are the LATEST STYLE and
Just received bv Sch Corvo from New York. For sale by ; celling very low.
.
All kind* of P r i n t i n g a n ti L e t t e r P a p e r a a d
P r in tin g C ards

2 0 0

B ftr r o ls

RICHMOND FLOUR,

Soft Hats all Style* and Colors.

EXTRA,

M E N ’S A N D B O Y S ’

FINE, and
SUPERFINE,

Pluah and Cloth Cups.

BLANKS of all Descriptions.
The best kinds of I n k s , W r i t i n g F l u i d , See
Keeps constantly on hand all kinds of P e r f u m e r i e s
Also, on hand some very pretty P1CTUKES with and
without frames.
T im e s a r e h a r d and anv of the above GOODS
can be purchased for O A S T i nl a very small profit,
Rockland, Nov. 18, 1857.
3m47

just landing from *chr. Myer*, and lor sale by
L. C. PEASE,
All of which will be sold at the very L o w e s t C a s h
No. 9 Kimball Block.
P r i c e s , at
Rockland, Dec. 3, ]^57.
49tf
BUY YOUR
BERRY A RICHARDSON’S.
OCALES of every variety constantly on hand
A large lot of Ladies* and Misses’ Gaiter Bool*
i l t o n Y a r n s . — For sale at wholeO nnd warranied <qual in any in the market and at price* at P.C S.
o s t.
to correspond with the limes, hiicIi as
Rockland, October 8, 1857
41lf
at T. A. WENTWORTH’S,
No. 3 Lime Rock Street, a full assortment of the cele
UNION OR FAMILY SCALES.
Cheap for Cash.
43
brated W i l t o n Y a r n s .
GRO RRrf
“
Rockland, Oct. 7,1857.
411f
COUNTER
•*
EVEN BALANCE
“
WHEELBARROW
“
SUPERIOR lot of Onions by the barrel,
COAL AND HAY
“
W ILL IA M B E A T T IE ,
Buahel, or peck, for sale, Cheap, at the Cheap Cash T?OR Men nnd Bov’, to get a good pair of
For aale by
J. C. LIBBY A BON,
Store, of
£ THICK BOOTS by'leaving the D i m e , with
C u s to m H o u s e B l o c k .
49tf
8. SIIOREY A CO.
BEB8Y * B1CHABDSON.
Rocklosd, Aug. 18,1857
M tf
Corost Maia Bad Sahool fltrsst*.
Not. IS.
MU

C H IL D R E N S FA N C Y C A P S.

Onion*.

S

tA N be bought Wholesale or Retail at
y
E. B. SPEAR'S

CBocklsud, D

Rockland, Nov- to, 1857.

B OATS

B o o ts a n d

w

TO W N S’ P R O G R E S S IV E

E

W ORKS.

STU D S AN D

Rockland, Nov. 18, 1357.

Core, F lour, W. I. Goods & Groceries.

S

P R IC E S

J. W. BROWN,

N o. 9 K IM B A L L B L O C K ,

At N o. 2 B E E T H O V E N B LO C K ,
which will lie sold C b e n p fo r C a s h .
N. It. Tho.e that »i.h to buy low please call.
J. B MESSER.
A. YOUNG.
Rockland, Nov. 25, 1657.
,« tf

BUY YOUR

H.

T U .iJ Y H ' E R B E F O R E .

do not fail to

supply yourselves with nice
G R O C E R IE S F O R C H R IS T M A S ,
as they are celling c h e a p at
8. SIIOREY, & Co.’S,
49tf
Cheap Gash Store,

E . R . SPEA R.

Rockland, Dec. 17, 1857.

DESPECl’FULLY insorm9 his friends aud the
f public that he has removeJ to

W ENTW ORTH’S,

NOW Thank^eivinv is passed

Christmas and New Year's

And a large variety of every thing usually kept in our
tuck,

LOW ER

P I N

ot alldeHriptioni and prices.

B . C. F E 7 V S E ,

NO. 2 S P O F F O R D BLO C K ,

Di»nt fail to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Rockland, Nov. 26, 1859.

Ar at Trinidad 26th ult, brig Demarara. Flye, Bangor via
St Jagn; 2d inst, brig Casco, aiigb, NYork,
Sid from Havana 4lh, schs Marcia Farrow, Blaisdell, Sa
vannah; 5th, B Watson. “ Magues,” NYork; 6th, barque
L)ra, Beunis, do; sch Callispe, Buckley, Mobile.
Ar at Bristol 24th, A C Adams, Hemingway, Richmond;
Glance, Gillespie, New York.
CM 25th, Lizzie Spalding, Spnlding, NOrleans; 26th, Mor| timer, Livingston, Sampson, do.
■ at at Gardena* 3d inst, barque J M Churchill,Treat, (not
J W yatt) Frankfort.

DISASTERS.

JU S T

E. R. SPEA R .

1858

selling very low.
A good assortment of NAUTICAL ROOKS and CHARTS,
SCALES and other articles in that line.

B lcli’d Sheetings

46tf

l the place to find a large stock of all kinds

B o o ls, S h o e s

SATURDAY, Dec. 12.

NO. 4 spear block.

4>tf

FANCY FURS.
CUSTOM MADE

Christmas and New Year’s

Sch I L Snow, Conary, Calais.

FOREIGN PORTS.

R O CK LA N D , M E.

All kinde of B L A N K B O O K S on hand.

For G 1-4 c e n t s

W ra p p in g P ap er.

BUY YOUR

Sailed.

NEW ORLEANS—A r 5th, ships Simonds, (Br,—not SiI inndn) Leavitt, Liverpool; ri E Smith, (new) Creighton,
Thomaston; sells Louisa A Johnson, Ellis, St Martins; EmS P E C IA L N O T IC E S
| ilyt ------- , Rustan Island; Col Lester, aud C Pendleton,
I Pensacola.
i cid 5th, ship Fanny Fosdick, Olmstead, N York. Towed
W i n t a r ' s B a la a m o f W i l i l C h e r r y
' to sea 1st, ship Marathon; brig Brownsville; ships Baden,
Sultana.
C ures B ronchial A ffections and all D is ! Juliet,
MOBILE- Ar 7th, barque A Kimball, Mallett. Boston.
|
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 9th, brig Sea Belle, Cook, Haeases OF THE LUNGS.
j vana,
WILMINGTON N C—In port 10th, barque Brothers,
From the Bosrou Evening Traveller, Jan, 6.
• Cluver, for Cuba, Idg brig P Larrabee, Auld, lor St Domin“ It is perhaps but a simple act of justice to the propri go, do; sch D W Vaughn, for Martinique.
etors of WISTAR’d BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY for
RICH MON D—Ar luth. sch Fleetwood, Salem.
us to say, that our personal experience iu the use of this ar 1 NORFOLK—CM 9th, sch Edith, Sears, Boston.
ticle has impressed favorably. One of the proprietors of
Iu Hampton Rouds 9th, brig Fidelia, Lowe, Georgetown
the Traveller was entirely cured of a severe cough of four for St Thomas.
months' continuance, by the use of this Balsam, and sever
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st schs Glenview, Barter, Cardenas;
al ol our friends and acquaintance, who have tried the ar • Harper,
Harriman, Bucksport.
ticle. have found it of great service in relieving them of i cld 30th,
Poinsett, Hill, Havana; 2d, Mary Hamil
severe coughs and shortness of breathing, with which they ton, Baker, brigs
NYork.
hud been afflicted ’
j
A t l 1th, brig Chimborazo, Brown, Kingston, J.
None Genuine unless signed I. BUTTS on the wrapper,
Ar 3d, barques J W Friend, Friend. Sedgwick: George
SETH W. FOWLE A- CO., 138 Washington Street Bos ! Thomas, Hearn, Mobile; brig Katadin, Auisburv, St Thomas
ton, Proprietors. Sold by their agents everywhere.
i SAVANNAH—Cld rith, barque C ha, William, DtshingAgents for Wistar’s Balsam and Otgenated Bitters,—C. ! ton. Boston; sch George Davis, Phillips, New Y’ork
P FESSENDEN, and N. WIGGIN. Rockland; A. • CM 9th, ship Rome, Lincoln. Liverpool.
BWEETLAND, Rockport; J. H. EST a BROOK, Catnden; • CHARLESTON—Aroth, brig Jehosse, Steffens, CardenWM. COOK, aud G. I. ROBINSON Thomaston. 2w49
i a<CM 6th, ship Moonlight, Pendleton, Liverpool.
T H E B C R D E L k E X C IT E M E N T
NEW YORK—Ar luth, sch Copia, Bearse, Philadelphia
Is only equalled by the rush to procure a bottle of Dr. 1for Boston. Below, brig Kate Heath, from Cardenas.
Ar I2lh, ship Wabash, (of Bath) Purington, Newcastle
TN BIAS’ VENITIA.N LINIMENT. Il is the only article
that is warranted to cure Rheunmtisin, Pains of all kinds. E; l-irii. barques Robert Ilastle, (Br) Glasgow; Clara B
Toothache, Headache, Dysentery, Ac., if used hs directed ; Sutill, Scandella, Maracaibo; Maria Morton, Bulkley, Sa1 vaunah; Magnet, (Br) Grand Turk; Zuleika, Grozier, Gal
or the agent will refund the money.
veston; Georgia, (of Damariscotta; Carlisle, Philadelphia
Price 25 A 50 cts. Depot, 56 Cortlandt at., New-Y’ork.
Sold bv C. P. FESSENDEN, N H. HALL and F. G. for Boston (see Diasters); sch Kate Helen, Chamberlain,
COOK. Rockland ; WM. COOK and G. I ROUINSCN, Mutanzus
Cld 12th, sch Hardscrabble, Gregory, Rockland.
Thomaston; WM. CROCKETT and G. DODGE, Rock
port ; J. H. ESTABROOK aud N. C. FLETCHER, Cam
den.
3w50

N O . 5 K IM B A L L B L O C K .

These Goods were bought at very LOW PRICES and
will be sold accordingly.

For 1 0 c e n t s

of Wrapping Paper.

FRIDAY, Dec. 11.

D ru g g ist a n d A pothecary,

8. SIIOREY A CO.

N O W I S T I IE

,

JEW ELR Y of a ll K inds.

P rin ts,
500 “ Madder P rints,

Rockland, Nov. 10, 1857.

OF L A D IE S

Of all descriptions. CHEAP fur CASH go to
T . A. W EN TW ORTH’S.

s

P a p e r H an g in g s,

M errimac, Cocheco and other

_A_t C o s t .

L a r g e S to c k

Boliver, Spear, Boston

Sch Ceylon, Jackson, Gelfmt.
*• Josiah Achorn, Merrill, Belfast.
MONDAY, Dec. 14.
Sch Ellen, Andrews, Boiton.
*• Massachusetts, Kcllur, Boston.

.I .T O T I I L I l

a

F a n c y Goods,

200J •

• |S closing out the balance of his large stock of

E. R. SPEAR

SUNDAY, Dec. 11.

In the U. S. Senate yesterday, the death of
Senator Butler was fottnally announced, and no
business was transacted.
In the llonse the standing committees were
announced.

P 7 F E S S E N D E N ,T

S T IL L

S . 22. S S>SA IS 8

■

S tatio n ery .

5 0 “ D eL a in eS j

PA PER HANGINGS!

Lost overboard from sch Howard, 27lh ult, off Tortugaa,
during a gale, Mr. H. A. Rose, first officer, of Culais.

Reported for the Gazette, by
A L D ls N U L M E R , I nspectob.
R ockland, December 17.
Lime per cask,
58
Casks,
15
Kiln-wood, per cord,
$2,50 IS) 3,00

50 “ hyonese-)

Good News

wn

TllibetS,

a

T h e U ta h E x p e d itio n .

a. n u

s

PANIC PRICES!

THIRTY D A Y S!

ME„

T

s m

I

UVSTRUCTION,

On the 1st of January, 1858, the old Canada
mode of reckoning the currency is to he abolish
ed, and the dollar aud cents system of the United
States is tu cume into vogue.

~ C

'L
‘TOKS’S- L’ A7 cx.£-

TO CASH

Col. Bentos with the R epublicans. In the
letter from Col. Benton, written since his late
illness, which appears in the Lexington Obser
ver, he thus defines his position.
•• For one, 1 Can give no political aid or com
fort to any man or party, in any future election
who shall uphold the opinion of the Supreme
Court in declaring the nullity of the Missouri
Compromise ; and in decreeing the self-exten
sion of the Constitution to Territories, carrying
slavery with it. and preventing Congress and the
people of the Territory front saying yea or nay
to its introduction or repulsion.’’

L IM E ,

PO TATO E

Shoes

• f G ood Chance.

A

RoeUwd,

Ml.

Law,

Counsellor aud Attorney at
BUCKLAND MAINS.

0. H . P E R R Y ,

G reat Bargains A F R E S H S T O C K

Has returned from Boston

With Ten Thousand Dollars Worth

— OF—
s s s s s '

a

a s r a

a

a

M

DRY GOODS STORE.

C A SH

C u s to m -M a d e

FA LL

AN D

W IN T E R

B U Y E R S

R o ck lan d Book B indery.

WHICH HE WILL SELL FOR
T H IR T Y -F IV E

TO

FO RTY

PER

CENT

28 g * 9

READY

A sood assortment of all kinds of

F A N C Y GO OD S.
H ats,
Caps,
Shoes.

L A D IE S

AND FIXTURES FOR THE SAME.

G EN TS’

JM P O R T A N T D IS C O V E R Y !

C on su m ption C u rable
BY THE USE OF

F O U S E L ’S

PA BULUM

VIT-ffi !

STO RE.

c o n s u m p t io n :
This medicine is a choice combination of Vegetable
products, Htid possesses all the rare medicinal properties
Comer Main and School streets,
so long and eagerly sought for by the profession. It Is the
result of diligent study and research through a long series
(Opposite Thorndike Hotel.)
of years, and is now, lor the first time, presented to the
of the Public.
\T 0 W is the time for every one to supply notice
In every case of suspected P ulmonary C onsumption
1 ’l themselves with nice G R O C E R I E S for Thanks
where it has been tried It has proved, beyond any doubt
giving.
to be an effectual remedy. It is a very agreeable and
TEA,
pleasant medicine, and a trial of its virtues is earnestly
recommended to every person who has a cough, or who
COFFEE,
may be predisposed to Consumption, as a remedy of no
SUGAR,
ordinary value, with the assurance that, if the directions
MOLASSES which accompany it are Jaithfully adhered to, it will
prove to be a sovereign balm, restoring the healthy
of the best quality.
functions to all the organs of the body.
D irections in Englit-h. French and German accompany
Spices,
each package. P rice S3 per bottle.
Salt,
All orders by mail or express, accompanied by the
Saleratus,
money, will be promptly attended to.
Cooking Apples,
F. J. kA FORME, Sole Agent,
Potatoes.
Office. No. 5 Milk Street,
Turkeys,
(Opposite the Old South Church,)
Chickens,
B omioil, Maw.
Butter,
N. B. A treatise upon the N ature . C auses , S ymp
Cheese,
toms, and P revention of P ulmonary C onsumption can
Sweet Cider,
be h :d on application at the Office of the Agent, as above,
Apples by the Peck or C ent’s worth,
Vinegar,
or will be sent by mail to any address. This Treatise will
.
Box Raisins by the pound,
Cranberries, well repay a perusal.
Few Boxes nice Cegars,
November 26, 1857.
]vr48
Pickled Grapes,
Plain Parched Cent,
Parching Corn,
Corn Candy,
Candies,
Nuts,
BANGOR, PO RTLA ND , and BOSTON.
Figs.
The above will be sold C h e a p f o r C a s h .
S. SHOREY A CO.
T W O
T R IP S
A W E E K .
Rockland, Nov. 18,1857
47tf
THB NEW, LARGE AND COMMODIOUS STEAMER

VZinter A r r a n g e m e n t!!

panic , panic
E io

AND

O- O O X> S

H . O . B R E W E R & C O .,

F A N C Y A R T IC L E S .

F A S H IO N A B L E

D R Y GOODS

Shipping and Commission Merchants,

IT

WILL TAKE RISKS ON

.

r

,

i

n

xv

t

Rockland, under the firm name of

SAM UEL C. & W M . FESSEN D EN .
We are ready to attend to such professional business i
may be entrusted to our cate.
SAMUEL C. FESSENDEN,
WILLIAM FESSENDEN
Rockland July 30, 1857.
321y

Fashionable Seasonable D ry Goods at

E. H . C O C H R A N ,
D W E L L IX G H O U SE S,
IIO U S E IIO L D F U R N I T U R E ,
STO R ES,
STOCKS O F GOODS,
F IN IS H IN G R IS K S ON B U IL D IN G S

To nil who will follow
greatest scientific
these directions a cure Is
ical discoveries ever made,
positively
guaranteed.—
nnd is daily wot king
'CC Sick Headache can be cured
almost too great to believe,
“
by the use of two teaif by
spoonsful taken as soon as
even the first dose g iv in g O the attack i
benefit, and seldom more
The Invigorator never
than one bottle is re q u lr e d r, fails to cure sour stomach
to cure any kind of L iveru* or the bad effects experiComplaint. from the worst
enced after eating.
Jaundice or U j.pepaia
B-,„iou> ul,ack„
d
a common headache, all o r * i Ieadily io one hnule, and
which are the result of a chronic Diarrhtea, ditncult
, Diseased Liver.
„ lo cure< la neTer
------troublesome io those who
The Liver is one of >hex^ take the Invigorator.
principsl regulators of U ie U For Dyspepsia or Jaunhuman body, nnd when it
dlce> uoihi„K ,he known
, performs ns functions w til.r h worl<l acts so fully or cures
' the powers of the s y s te m '-' so lluickb
„,e ,„ vigor„ .
are fully developed. The
or It removes ally.UowI a'.“T “ h V* “ IIKTl ™“ ,r.e, '
ness "nd “hnatiiral color
•'dependant
..... ''* on the *healthy
•»•••
irom the skin.
1!‘ctio" °( »>« '->'er for■thej
For Night Mare, take a
proper performance of its1
ise before retiring, and it
functions. When the atomarrunted a surepreven-

in process oi construction, and all other Insurable property, in the following companies, [
w h il^
Sept. 17, 1657. «m38
known to be saie and prompt in the adjust- !system suffers in constn w n l n f f b n i r Iaqqpq
i fiuence of o,,e organ—th e W
ment Ol tneir losses.
e
1Liver—having ceased to do
L aw Notice.
Insurance effected in Stock Companies or • <i«ty. For the diseases
AVING opened a L.nv Office in tbe city of M utual. as applicants prefer.
!“X ’i t X i S.Td.1, h i #
M O B IL E , A L A .

JJ-

M A IN E IN S U R A N C E
AUG USTA,

C a p ita l

COM PANY,

M E.

For Female Obstructions
it is a safe and sure remedy. as it removes the cause
of the disease.

„? b

i study, in a practice of more^ freely taken, while Cholic
ty years, to Iiml&3 yielc readily to a few doses.
1some remedy wherewith to^
____
I counteract the many de-u.
t.
i _____
.
. iiii.gemenu to which il
nll ,h « e arc Liter ,li.c»,e“!

$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

liable.
or caused by a deranged
i To prove that this reme-'i—1 Liver, and to cure them
I dy is at last found, any perneeds a Liver medicine
■son troubled with Liver^H and one of great power.—
Complaint in any of its’™' The invigorator is such a
and learn how cheap we sell then.
forms, has but to try a botmedicine ; it has medicinal
The Stock will be freely shown ami no one urged to buy
now on SALE and adapted to the SEASON, consisting ol
tie, and conviction is cerpowers, never belore dis
unless they feel it .o be for their own interest to do so.
HOM OEOPATHIC P H Y S IC IA N &c.
covered, that will cure all
C h arter Oak F ire and M arine Co. 1 la*An- compound lias been CQ diseases
J.M . GOULD.
of the Liver, no
Rockland, Aug. 4, 1857.
32tf
FRENCH,
j formed by dissolving gums.*' matter of how long standMEMBER OF THE MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
H A It T F O R D , C O N N .
GERMAN, and
l and extracting that part
ing oe what m aybe their
C A P IT A L , 8 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
1
which
is
soluble
for
the
a
c
Q
form.
The
active mediENGLISH
Membt r of the Homapathic College o f Health tfc. J oseph II. S prague , Sec’y
R alpii Gil l e t t , Pres t. , tive virtues of the medi-*’ "1 final virtues extracted from
BROADCLOTHS,
1cine. These gums remove
the gums used is such as to
DOCTOR EATON keeps constantly on hand the vari
DOESKINS,
i all morbid or bad matterQC be astonishing to all who
ous Ilomtepathic Medicines.
; from the system, s u p p ly -^ ’ see their effects, for none
CASSIMERES.
B O O R S, M E D IC IN E C H E ST S, E T C .
in their place a h e a l th y ^ can Use the medicine with
ENGLISH PILOTS,
Conway F ire In su ran ce Com pany. ii ing
bow of bile, invigoratiiiu^^ our receiving beneli . It
Calls left at the Telegraph Office in Rockland, or at his
BEAVERS and
! the stomach causing food
acts us a gentle ('aihattic,
CO NW A Y , M ASS.
residence in Rockport will be promptly attended to.
Ito
digest well, purif\ in g r^ a n d should always be taken
KERSEYS
C A P IT A L . A N D A S S E T S . 8 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 .
Rockport, Oct 1856.
Iy24
the blood, giving lone andrM in sufficient quantities to
FOR OVERCOATS.
operate on the bewelsgenU) C. R ogers, Sec’y.
J . S. W hitn ey , Pres’t. J health to the w hole maM E N TO B U Y T H E IR
A large variety of
j chinery,
rtm o.ing thej^ r ly. The best way intake
I causes of the disease. and^*4 j[ js [O take the medicine
I effecting a radical cure
in the mouth, then take
V E S T IN G S ,
T E A C H E R O F P IA N O F O R T E ,
. without any of the disa-^ J some water and swallow
V o c a liz a tio n a n d H a rm o n y ,
j greeable after effects, l e l i ^ both together. In this way
Velvets,
| by using Calomel or Minthe medicine will scarcely
H A M P D E N IN S U R A N C E CO.
W O U L D respectfully inform the public, that
Satins,
i eral Poison, that are usual-CQ be tasted.
VV he can be lound at MORSE BROTHERS, Music
, ly resorted to.
S P R IN G F IE L D , M A SS.
Room, Snow’s Block, Main Street.
Cashmeres and
SANFORD «$• CO.. Proprietors,
He has permission to refer to the following gentlemen.
A t J O S E P H K A U F M A M ’S
C a p ita l a n d A s s e ts $ 2 2 0 ,0 0 0
Grenedines,
A. C. Spalding,
345 Broadway New York.
II. G. Berry,
Wholesale agents in Boston, Burr, Fostei A Co.. No. 1
N. A. Harwell,
W. A. Pi *worth,
J. C. P vnchox, Sec'y.
Wat. B. C alhoun , Pres’t.
Tn suit the most particular taste*, and which will lie made
Cornhill Retail Agent J. Russell Spalding, 27 Tremont
F. Cobb
T . Williams,
C H E A P CLOTHING S T O R E ,
to order and at prices for C u s h to defy competition.
i St.;opposite Museum
W
.
H
.Titconib
T.
Berry,
ALSO,—A good selection of
II. H. HA Y. Wholesale Agent for Portland.
1. K. Kimball,
C L O T H S fo r B O Y S ’ A N D C A I L D R E N .
.
.
.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Druggist, (Wholesale and Retail
Rockland, April 15, 1857.
O p p o s ite C u s to m H o u s e B lo c k *
B r i d g e p o r t F i r e a n d M a r i n e C o Agent n.r Rockland.
im39__
Y o u I It’s C l o t h e s made to order at short notice,
JA C O B R 0 S E V E L T & SON.
C ENTRE MAIN .STREET.
W ill y o u r P illa ouro I Y es; and they hav®
B R IH G E P O K T , C O N N .
C U S T O M -M A D E C L O T H I N G ,
Rockland, October 7, 1857.
41tf
my headache?
, cured thousands.
C A P IT A L , 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
ol his own manufacture, which he will warrant none to
J. II. WiSHBUHS, Sec’y.
II. W . C h a tfield , Pres’i.
excel, and will &ell at extremey low prices.
DEALERS IN
I would call atteution to my place |o f business and to
are particularly invited to call and see
the entirely.

TH ESE

F resh Stock o f Cloths

T H IN G S ,

J. II. W illiam s , Sec’v.

J. L. C utler , Pres’i

H. B. EATON, M. D.

W ANTED ! !

3

0

0

0

G- D. SM ITH

CLOTH I NG,
Id A T S & C A P S ,

T H E

G E N T ’S F U R N IS H IN G GOODS,
in great variety.
ALSO,—A large variety of

U N D E R S H IR T S

B

A . I< E

S H IP

B Y

OAKUM <&c.

S O? G > j E L Z i S S ,
PROV : i o n s AMD GROCERIES,

A N D D R A W E R S . . fitted up the same, is now prepared to furnish the citizens

Premium awarded to T. C. BUTLER, Derby
Line, Vt., on M IL L E R ’S CO NDITION
PO W D ER S, for Horses & Colts,
at tbe Vermont State Fair,
held at Burlington, V t.,
September 9, 10, 11 & 12, 1846.
1

1

1

e>

zl*

’

s

.mejvje.wo.y s . i . r i o i e n ,
F O R H O R SES A N D CO LTS.

CH AN DLERS,

CORDAGE, O IL, PA IN T , TA R, PIT C H

AT TH E BROOK.

'J'H E Subscriber having leased tbe BAKERY

22

S A L K M , M A S S.

SOU TH

S T O I t A Cr Is .

JACOB no EVELT.
April 23, 1857.

B R E A D A N D B E A N S Inked every SATURDAY
Evening.
32T He will also continue the BAKERY on Sea Street,
where ns heretofoie will be found every thing in his line
of business.
JAMES R. MERROW.

MAltCUS ROSEVELT.
1" b '

To th e L adies o f Rockland.
MRS. J . R. A L B E E .
A GRADUATE of the Female Medical Col-

•uA lege of Boston, and Member ol the Female Medical
J . R . M . Will furnish C r a c k e r * nu«l H a r d Association, Mass. After a successive practice of nine
B r e a d at wholesale as CHEAP us they can he bought ! years, still oilers her services to the Ladies of Rockland
i
ami
the neighboring communities in the profession ol
at any other establishment in the Country.
Rockland, Sept. 23, 1357.
29tf
M I D W 1 F F It V ,
ami Physician in female complaints.
RcMi<lci’.ce«~-C ornet of Union and Willow Sts.
Rockland. Jail 6,18h7.
1W2 _

Stoves ! Stoves ’!
A T N O , 3 B E E T H O V E N BLOCK

Holyoke M utual F ire In su ran ce Co.

C A P IT A L A N D A SSE T T S, 8 3 5 0 ,0 0 0 .
Augustus S tory , Pres’t.
S T ., &. 3 3 C O E X T I E S S L I P , J. T. B urnham , Sec’y.
NEW YORK.
.........,
Manila Rope,.......
Tar’d
Rop . Anchors ami Chains, Bunting, 1
Paint Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind- j
Flags, W h i Lead,
...............
TR A D ER S’ AND M ECHANICS’ CO.
lasses, &c.

in that vicinity and the public generally with
I ). S T A B L E R would most respectfully return his
sincere tbenks to his friends and the public generally for T H A T ? R R I? A T)
the liberal patronage bestowed upon him, with th ere - L U A i
T U T _____
quest that they would again call before purchasing.
BROW
BRO WN
N BREAD.
BREAD,
Particular attention paid to the cutting of garments to
CRACKERS,
be made out.
Rockland. Sept 30, 1857.
40tf
a n d P A S T R Y o f a l l d c s c r ip t io u a .

1M

C A P T . C H A ’S S A N F O R D ,
TTAS just returned from Boston with a very b S ^ o x I v^
^

ROCKLAND.

B L A N K BO O K M ANU FACTU RER,

G R E A T B A R G A IN S

All of which will be sold at prices to conform to tbe pres
ent value of money.
Rockland, Nov. 10, 1857.
46tf

All of which will be sold for CASH and CASH ONLY.
O. H . P E R R Y ,
X o . 3 , B e r r y B lo c k *
Rockland, Nov. IS, 1856.
46tf

and popular DRY

consisting of almost every article usually called for in this
ine of trade. These goods have all been bought within
(he last thirty days for C a s h and under the most favor
able circumstances, and will be offered for saie at lower
prices thau the same quality of articles have ever been
sold for in this or any other market. There never
seen a time (or at least for several yeais) when

R o c k la n d , M e.

AND

SP O F F O R D B LO C K , M A IN ST.

M . G O T JL D ,

D R Y

Boots.
Shoes a n d
R ubbers,
H a ts an d
Caps
G E N T S ’ A N D * B O Y ’S

i i i ci e r

S p o ffo r d B lo c k . M a in S t. R o c k l a u d (
(Over E. R. SPEAR’S Bookstore)
P L A IN A N D O R N A M E N T A L B IN D IN G
of every description executed with neatness and despatch.
(formerly with B W . LOTIIROP,)
Blank Books Ruled to Pattern and made to order.
N .B . Particular'attentionpaid to binding Musie, M ag-;
where may be lound a NEW and complete assortment ol —mes
&c.. &c. Old Books Re-bound.
Rockland, June 17, 1857
25tf

«

BU C K G LO VES A N D M IT T E N S .

Isl E

G O O D S S T O R E , formerly kept by Messrs. W IL
SON & CASE has been taken by

JO H N

CASH .

T ru n k s, V alises, &c., &c., RUBBER BOOTS, &c., &c,
GUJYS A .V D P I S T O L S

TH E centrally located

— ALSO—

RUBBER GOODS of all kinds.

IS o

3M©ro3tAa.x».t

all styles and qualities.

Boots,

CASH

ST A B L E R

Call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

NO HUMBUG! ONE PRICE ONLY!!

o>

— AND —

which will be sold C h e a p e r than the C h e a p e s t for

L ESS T H A N F O R M E R P R IC E S .

CHEAP

D EA N

IR S U R A N C E AGENCY,

W ILL IA M A. B A R K E B ,

J u st R e c e iv e d by

OR L IV E R R E M E D Y !

E. H. C O C H R A N ’

Jadtiary, 7, 1857.

— AND—

NEW STOCK. 33 o

To their Large and Elegant Stock of

>

D R . S A N F O R D ’S

S h e r iff

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

s i ,

Invite the atten tion o f
OF NEW AND FRESH

Fire Insurance. Iin v ig o r a t o r

R O B ER T A N D E R S O N ,

D e p u ty

H A R R I M A N & C o .,
S H IP P IN G A N D COM M ISSION

L O W E L L , M ASS.
C a p ita l,
5 0 ,0 0 0 .
E. F. S iiermax , Sec’y.

J , C onverse , Fres’t.

HEADACHE.
'G R E E N F IE L D IN SU RA N CE CO.
G R E E N F I E L D , M A SS.
W. T. Davis , Sec’y.
I ra Abercromdie , P re

T h om aston M utual In su ran ce Co,
TH O M A STO N , M E.
W m. R. Ke ith , Sec’y-

E. Robinson , Pres’t

HUTCHINS’ HEADACHE

PILLS,

For

BILIOUS, NERVOUS. AND SICK HEADACHE
AND NEURALGIA.
The only reliable and positive euro.
P B I C E , 25 C E N T S .
P o r sale by D ruggists generally.

M. S. BURR & CO., General Agents
for New England and the British Provin
ces, No. 1, Cornhill, Boston.

PRICE, TWENTY-FIVE CENTS.
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent for Rockland and virinityCAN BE FOUND THE
e z* c S i
t s ,
Juiy 1, le:,7.
6m27
25 COENT1ES SLIP,
G reat F a lls K u tu a l Company.
The changes of weather nnd season, with the changes B E S T
ASSO R TM EN T
T H E C IT Y I
.1. IlARItlMAX,
?
IliiK
9cisinl3D 3i ! B ^ i r a d i n e
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
of use and of iced, have a very great effect upon the
G eo . C. H arriman . 5
NEW YORK.
T?YERY house, factory, shop nr office ii
r country
I. G J ordan. President. JLr may be imhted more brillianth and ii
blood and sinuous lluids of Horses. At these changes which will be soid C E ien p er t h n n th e C h e a p e s t I
II. <fc CO. solicit consignments of Lim ~ Ac. Also buy II. Y. H ayks, Sec’y.
nomicAlCall and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
ami ship Provision^, Corn and Flour.
ly by using P a r a f f i n e L a m p OaJ. than b\ any oilier
they require an assistant to nature to throw off any dis
July I, 1857.
Iy27*
Oil. Cumpheim, Burning Fluid, or even Gas itself.
order of the fluids of the body that may have been iin- .
Paraffine Oil. in i:-«-, i«, as cleanly as fluid, is not explo
F R A N C IS H A R R IN G T O N
billed, and which, if not attended to, will result in the.
gives a more brilliant light, and is more economical
A t l a n t i c M u t u a l C o m p a n y , sive,
will be done at short notice, and warra
than any oilier oil.
Yellow W aier, Heaves, Worms, Botts, &c. All of which
. M. VEAZIE.
The
comparative cost of an equal amount of light from
E
X
E
T
E
E
,
N
.
Il
.
will be prevented by giving one or tws of these Powders,
Rockland, Oct. 38 ’57.
B L O C K S
x fc K V 5 E K S ,
: various Oi!:, and Fluid at their respective retail prices is
Mai. P. Moulton , See’v.
M. S anborn , P resident.' -hown
rfpruig or Fall, and will at any time cure wnere any syrnp- ;
the following table, prepared by .Mr. Edward N.
A I O I i K
A T S T E A M M IL L , U P S T A IR S ,
i of «
appear, if used in time.
, Kent, a leading anal\,i«”tl and practical chemist of New
ROCKLAND, ME,
York, who says
•• I’nraiiiue Oil gives a brilliant and
They purify the blood, remove all inllumulion and fe
' Fehruarv, 18, 1857.
0tf
; dazzling liglir, does not ignite wlun a lighted match
ver, loosen the skin, clean the water, ami invigorath the
directly in the. oil, do
ify by
FARMERS’ & MECHANICS’ MUTUAL CO. placed
D. B. BnlouFutiD
N. T inslkv F ate
the
whole body, enabling the animal lo do more work with
squently
do
;unr tin wick, and
FRANKLIN MATTHEWS.
G O R IIA .M , M A I N E .
lied i
iihout depreciation
the same feed.
r
quality
of
the
light,"
»kc.
J . P ierce , Sec’y
D an iel B. C lement ,'P res’t.
The action of these powders is directly upon the secre
Cost of an equal
!
GENERAL COMMISSION AND FORWARDING
tive glands, nnd therefore all diseases arising front or pro
Material.
Retail price.
amount of light.
— AT—
Paraffine Oil,
$1 00
§0 15
ducing a bad slate of the blood, are speedily cured by
Rapeseed
Oil,
0 31
H A R T F O R D , C O N N .
R O C K IN G H A M M U T U A L CO.
them. Also colds nnd surleit of any kind are cured by
! ON THE CORNER 20 DOCK AND CAREY STS.,
Whale Oil
1 GO
0 42
In co rp o ra ted , 1 8 1 9 .
one or two of these powders, if given according to direc
Lard Oii,
|E X E T E R , N . II .
0 61
R
IC
H
M
O
N
D
,
VA.
Sperm Oil,
2 25
0 92
C A S H C A P IT A L , $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
tions.
M. Sanborn , Pres’t.
HAS A VERY L A R 0E STOCK OF
They will make liberal C a s h A d r n n c e ii o n C o n - W m. P. Moulton , Sec’y.
Burning Fluid,
0 67
1 GO
T hos. A. A lexander , Sec’y
T ao s. K. B race , Pres’t.
In all cases of Horse Distemper, they should be given
Ju st opened and now ready for SALE
H ig n in e n lo to their address. They also will attend
Paraffine Lamp *>il may be used in Cam phene, Rosin
A. B. HOUGH, Agent.
particularly tn orders for the purchase of
at
the
first
symptom
to
prevent
fevers,
and
in
the
last
Oil, Kerosene, or oilier lamps with button burners (uow
i i o o 1 x 3 o o
S
Insurance may be effected in the above C ompany by ap
F
L
O
U
R
F
E
E
D
.
C
o
R
X
.
<fcc.
in common use) or in Argand I:
:h suitable chim
stage, to carry off tne humors of the blood, and ty restore
V ERY FU LL STO CK OF
plying to
R efer en c es —The Merchants of Richmond generally.
neys. In u.-ing 1 ara’iine Oil the I imp wicks require no
C. D. SMALLEY,
a healthy action to the glands of the thioat.
of all kinds, which will be sold at Wholesale or Retail.
February 18, 1657.
8tf
trimming, and when once ignited u ill burn wiibout fur
effected in R e l i a b l e C o m p a n i c s .
at D. STABLER’S Clothing Store.
Towns
in
this
vicinity
wishing
to
exchange
their
We,
the
subscribers,
hereby
certify
that
we
have
used
ther
care
until
the
oil
is
all
consumed.
As the oil burns
Rockland, Jan. 15, 1857.
3tf
P. S.— E. II. COCHRAN is devoting his
p the wick low and not allow it to
MILLER’S CFNDIT1OX POWDERS for Iloroes and
«> surface of tbe wick bolder. For
whole
time
to
the
Insurance
business,
and
»
i>
p<
7»r
murii
»
>
O ld R e a d e r s a n d p u t in S nrgent'M n e w aeridw Golts, prepared by T. C. BUTLER, Druggiit, Derby Line,
AYING purchased of Geo. L. Smith his es
sale by the subscribers,
'3 C
Vi., and think them the best powders for Horses and
pledges himself to give the most careful at
tensive stock of
JOHNSON, HUNTER A CO.,
a
will find It much to their advantage to call, as I will take
5 Commercial wharf, Boston, Agents for Co.
Colls that a e out of condition, that we have ever used.—
tention to all business in the above line.
Oct. 6 1857.
3in4I
We would recommend them to Farmers, Singe Compa
Rockland, November 12, 1857.
46tf
i.ud
having
biuccthe
purchase
received
and
are
still
receiv
Their Old Books and give New
ing from Boston and elsewhere large additions to the stock,
nies, Stablemen and others, dealing in or keeping Horses
s
feel Unit we are now prepared tn offer In Up - patrons of I AHERIGAKT & FOREI&BJ P A T E N T S
pa.
and Colts.
1.1,,. gererally,
....r...^ll.. i gOOli 1
a
this ' 11 known stand and the public
TT ALWAYS gives P E R F E C T SA TISFA C- at the same rates as the Publishers.
[—i
They will clean the worms and Botts out of the Horse’s
an assortment in our line as can be found in the County ; i
A T J O N , and is th e
R O C K L A N D BOO K S T O R E .
and by close application mid promptness in our business ;
R . I I . E D D Y ,
Stomach, and give him a good uppetile for his food, nnd a
b'-vt
hope to receive our share of tbe public patronage.
good coat.
Kocklanc, Out. 21, 1856.
43tf
S O L IC IT O R OF P A T E N T S ,
h
They are also good for the Henxes, nnd for a Cough,
(Late Agent of U. S P atent O f f ic e , W ashington ,
A. P A R K E R ,
and they have been highly recommended for the cure of
UNDER THE ACT OF 1836•)
I t is u o s m a l l s t o v e a f f a ir ,
7 6 S T A T E S T ., o p p o s it e K ilb y n t.. B o sto n *
WORMS AND BOTTS IN COLTS.
s
a
i l i s . o i ? ,
1 FTER an extensive practice of upwards ot twenty
They
clean
the
water,
loosen
the
skin,
and
invigorate
a
but something that can be made to
A years, continues to secure Patents in tho United
S P I iA K ’S W H A R F ,
the whole body, enabling the horse to do more work with
States; also in Great... Britain.
France, mid other foreign
ROCKLAND,ME,
.
S O L f f l M
P U S S S H ' S
untries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all
H E A T F R O M T H R E E TO T W E L V E
the same feed.
Signed by
TAUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con- pineraor
Drawhi-sTorV’aiitent, executed on liberal terms,
o
■1' constunily on hand o r furnished at short notice.
aud»with despatch
TIMOTHY W IN N —Mr. Butler would say that Mr.
despatch. Bese
Researches made into American or
3 E L « z » o x r is ,
— ALSO —
Foreign works, to determine the validity or utility of Pa
Winn is the proprietor of the Canada House and Stage
Bunting of nil kinds, Colors and Flags of every descrip tents or Inventions,—and legal nr other advice rendered in
NOW O PE N IN G AT THE
officeo.i Stanstend Plain, and was for many years propri
without any extra driving, and with less fuel than any
lion. Tents, Awnings, »ke., made lo order in good style. all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of
etor of the Derby Line House, ut Derby Line, Vt,, where
oilier Furnace.
any Patent furnished by remitting One Dollar. Assign
Orders in the above line will be promptly attended io."
Consisting in part ol
TT Always v’arranted to give satisfaction, or no sale.
ments recorded m Washington.
Rockland, Nov. 14, 1855.
’
6in44
he raised the black coll called the Know Nothing, which
Manufactured and sold by
This Agency is not only tbe largest in New England, but
! was sold at §1800 at four years old.
S U P E R I O R H E A V Y B L U E PILO TS
L. W . H O W E S,
SAM’L M. VE a ZIE.
through it inventors have advantages for secur ng patents,
RocSland, Oct. 22, ’57.
3m43
or
ascertaining the patentability of inventions, unsurpass
ER a STUS LEE—Mr. Lee is one of the most extensive FOR OVERCOATS.
XO 3 K I M B A L L B L O C K .
C O U N S E L L O R AT L A W ,
Has never been Excelled or Equalled.
ed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which
farmers in Eastern Canada, and has raised some very valK IM B A L L B L U R .
b"li»» 4gi"ven
just received and oilers for sale JACOB
U N IO N PIL O T S
offered them elsewhere. Tne testimonials L
Rockland, Me.
• uable horses, which lie has scld at high prices. This gen[’ THE PA-i -"-A CHICKEIUNH’S
prove
that
none
is
MOKE
SUCCESSFUL
FOR
OVERCOATS.
1 7 P le a s e c a ll n n d e x a m in e .
Strictnttenlion given to B o u n t y L nn.1 ( I n i n ...
TENT OFFICE than the subsciber ; and as SUCCESS IS
j tleiuan raised and sold the bay horse called Charley,
P IA N O F O R T E S .
PHE above named has just removed from Belfast, where THE BEST PROOF OF A V a NT a GESAND ABILITY,
E. R. SPEAR.
COM M ON
r I L0 TS
! which was afierwaids sold for $1000 and taken to France.
1 Seven Octaves, 4 Round Corners
he has been in a very active practice about eight years; lie would add that he has abundant reason to believe, and
T e r r l o w p r ic e d .
J Six Octaves, 2 Round Corners.
about one half of which periodhe was of the then firm ol can prove, that at no other office of the kind are the
He also raised and sold the horse called Bony, which has
1
Siz
ami
a
hall
Octaves, 2 Round Corners.
G E R M A N A N D A M E R IC A N
Abbot! A Howes.
charges for professional services so moderate. The im
; been taken io California acd is held at §15,050. Mr. Lee
1 Six Octaves, 4 Round Corners.
On account of bis extensive’ acquaintance in Waldo mense practice of the subscriber during twenty years past,
ORMED by the combination of the Es| keeps from 40 to 50 horses and calts, nnd makes great use F A N C Y C A S S IM E R E S If- D O E S K IN S , County he w.ll couiinue to do business in the Courts there has enabled him to accumulate a vast collection of specifi
Which will he sob! at very low’ prices. W arranted to
press Companies of
as well a:- in Lincoln.
cations and official decisions lelutive to pate. ts. These, ;ive satisfaction or no sale.
I of Miller’s Condition Powders.
BLACK,
BROW N,
and
BLUE
CLOTH
Rockland, March 22, 1855
besides his extensive library of legal and mechanical
Rnuklmid, June 9, 1857.
25t
H0DGMAN CARR & CO.,
ON TIIE MOST REASONABLE TERMS FOR W . II. HOYT—Keeps the Lyndon House and Livery of various qualities.
! works, and full accounts of patents granted in the United
j
Stable
at
Lyndon,
Vt.
P
E
I
ER
T11AC1IER
&
BROTHER.
J
States
and Europe, render him able, beyond question, to
CARPENTER i CO.,
V ESTIN G S.
CORBfi
S
iT
T
,
i offer superior facilities fur obtaining patents.
II. IIE a T II—Drives from Lyndon to St. Juhnsbury.
O A
S
I-i ,
SUPERIOR R1CII SILK
VELVET VESTINGS,
All necessity ol a journey to Washington, to procure a
WINSLOW & CO.,
A tto rn ey s an d C ounsellors a t Law, patent,
• A. B. FLINT—St Johnsbury, Vt.. Dealer in Horses.
WORSTED and COMMON VESTINGS in great variety.
and the usual great delay there, are here saved in
W ill continue the Express business between B o s to n
O F F I C E . XO
K IM B A L L BLO C K ,
ventors.
—
GEO.
A.
MERRILL—St.
Johnsbury,
Vt.,
Masthr
Transn n d t h e S tn tc o f M a i n e .
School,
MAIN
STREE
T..................
—
A
L
S
O
—
Testimonials.
....R O C K LA N D , ME.
; portal ion on Railroad.
The Express will leave Rockland for Boston by Steamer
■
1’
eter
T
iiaciikr
,
II. I* E. T iiaciikr .
Law,
MENEMON SANFORD every Monday and Thursday at
“
During
the
time
I
occupied
the office of Commissioner
II. A. QUIMBY—Merchant, Lyndon Centre, Vt., and
Feb. 21, 1856
46tf
5 o’clock. P. M.
of Patents, R. II. Eddy, Esq., of Boston, did business at
Medical,
j keeps the Powders for sale.
Return Wednesday and Saturday mornings.
the Patent Office, as Solicitor for procuring patents.—
The attention of purchasers ie especially called to my
Office in Boston, 3 5 C o u r t S q u a r e .
11. M. NICHOLS—Merchant, Lvndnn Centre, Vt., and ' jjtock^of
Theological and
j There were few, if any, persons acting in that capacity,
--ik of
E. l . LOVEJOY, Agent.
. who had so much business before the Patent Office , mid
Miscellaneous k«'i the Powders fur sale.
Rockland, May 1, 1857.
19tf
i there were none who conducted it with more skill, fidelity
R O C K L A N D M A IN E .
We, the uddersigned, fully concur in the above recoup
, .Hid success. I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the best in
— B Y —
B
O
O
K
S
.
inundation of Milier’s Condition Powders.
formed and most skillful Pntem Solicitors in the United
A N D G E N T S ’ F U R N IS H IN G GOODS,
■Slates, and have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
S. G. D E N N IS .
CHARLES SAGER—Livery Stable Keeper, Portland.
they cannot employ a person more competent mid trustWholesale and Retail Manufacturer and Dealer in
tockinnd,
Jan
15,
1656.
3tf
i worlhy, mid more capable of putting their applications in
JOHN A. MARR
“
“
“
•*
! a torm to secure for them an earlv ami favorable ronsidarP A G E D B D A X K B O O K S , & c , & c.
Also a large lot of
GEO. WEBSTER
“
“
“
“
j ation at the Patent Office.
EDMUND BURKE.
E. R. SPEAR,
O. C. FROST—Owner of Hacks and Livery Stabie
Late Commissionor of Patents.”
Trunks, Valises, Carpet Fags, Umbrellas,
Rockland Book Store.
From the present Commissioner.
Keeper, Portland.
- . •
and all othei goods usually found in a Clothing Store.
j “ August 17, 1855.—During the time I lia”e held the
Rockland, October 7,
4 llf
SAMUEL A. NILES—Owner of Hacks and Livery Sta
oflice of Commissioner ol Patents, II. H Eddy, Esq., of
B A N G O R , R O C K L A N D A N D BOSTO N.
ble Keeper, Auburn.
i Boston, has been extensively engaged in the transaction
' of business with the Office ns a solicitor. He is thorough
EAVES Rockland lor Boston, every Monday :
C. L. FRENCH—Owner of Line Stages, Auburn to
22 S o u th S t r e e t , (U p S ta ir s ,
A and Thursday at 5 o’clock, P. M., per Steam er !
32tf____________________ N F W
Y O K IC
i : ly acquainted with the law, mid the rules of practice of
North Turner.
3 & 2 Z £ i3 ? " lfc > 3 .©
" W
o r l i s ,
6 1 , 0 0 0
I (he Otllce, I regard him as one of the most capable and
M . S a n fo rd .
T HAVE the best assortment of HOLIDAY
IW.M CtiEoW-l
[C has A. Fakwell .1 j successful practitioners with whom I have had official in- MAIN
S T R E E T , R O (K L A X I), MEM o n e y , P a c k a g e * . O r d e r s & c .,
PEEPARED ANU SOLD WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
; lercourse.
CHAS. MASON,
J- PRESENTS ever offered in this State consisting of
CREEVY & FA RW ELL,
i
taken and delivered and B ill® and X o t c s collected with
Commissioner of Patents.”
P A T E N T PO R T A B L E
First Door North of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.
B y T . C. B U T L E R , D e r b y L in o , V t . I
promptness and dispatch
BO O K S A N D F A N C Y GOODS,
Boston, Jan. 8, 1857.
b'2
Office®— Spofford Block, up Stairs, Rockland. No. 11
Com inksioii Ale re him Is,
State Street, Boston.
of all kinds, all of which will be sold nt prices to corres
C. W . ATW ELL, Deering Block, Market Square,
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
E. H. COCHRAN, Agent.
pond with the present dull times, ut the
Portland, General Agent for Maine.
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the
Rockland, May 11, 1856.
20tf
CEMETERIES in this vicinity.
C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGGIN, Agents for Rock- ! n n n
.
R O C K L A N D BOO K S T O R E .
N. B. All work delivered and set up without additional
Agents for “ The Eagle L ine” New York '
land, and sold by Druggist and Dealers in Medicines I p
VwarIuir,g With pure air
expense to the Purchaser.
46tf
E. R. SPEAR.
Packets,
O close the estate of the HON. ERASTDS
generally.
47tf
P R I V A T E i ml P U B L IC R O O M S . H A L L S
A
X
D
Rockland,
April 24,1656.
FOOTE, late of Wiscasset, deceased, the well known
39 NATC H EZ ST R E E T ,
Lime Island, situated in Penobscot Buy, about four miles
S tu d i ■«, C liu r c h c * , S to r e s & c .,
« tf .
N EW ORLEANS.
|
from Camden tinrbor, is offered for sale. It contains about
tbijty acres, ami is composed almost entirely ol Liine
CELEBRATED
rock some of which is of the most valuable quality.—
L. C. B U R K E T T ,
N. BOYNTON & CO.
The rock has been tested by eminent Geologists, and its
T H IS compound has stood the test and gained
. - TI. c m r , T o i v n n n
S A V E R
whiteness and purity are beyond question. A rare oppor
S
C
A
B
E
S
, TIZOULn announce to citizens of Rockland I P V J 3 3
1 lhe fnvor of tlioilaamls, in llie New Enslnml Stales
and Briliall 1’rnvit.cea, for the cure n f-llu rn a , Scalds and , 11 U L U
k -ll i l
ilV Illh U U
tunity is offered to capitalists to secure quarries of as
’ » and vicinity that lie has opened n S T O R E in the
IN
THE
KNOWN
WORLD.
AND
SELLING
AGENTS
TOR
THE
OF
EVERY
VARIETY,
choice rock as can be found in tbe country. Apply to the
Cuts, Bruises, Sore Lips amt Eyi.. Lids, Chapped hands '
I. P- FISH building near the brook, where may be found
subscriber at Wiscasset, Maine.
and arms. Sore Nipple
f the Skin, Inflainatioii, P p i I E Subscribers take great pleasure in preall kinds of
R
O
B
B
IN
S
CORDAGE
CO.,
This
Heater
when
set
in
C
E
L
L
A
R
S
fo
r
^
3
4
Kilby
Street
B
O
S
T
O
N
,
FLIZ a FOOTE, Administratrix.
Piles, Suit Rheum. Chilblains, Bites of Mosquiti
®1’*- ! 1 senting to the Carpenters and Joiners of Rockland
SO LE AND U P P E R L E A T H E R ,
P L Y M O U T H , M A SS.
Wiscasset, Oct. 29.1857.
3m45
ders. Fleas. Bedbugs, ami Insects o f all kinds, Sol
and vicinity an improvement in
LININGS AND FINDINGS OF ALL KINDS,
heating Rooms over it has an Oven
G R E E N L E A F & B R O W N , A g en ts.
Wounds from Iron, Pain in the Side and Bnck,
R U S S E L L M IL LS, and Mt. V E R N O N Children.
T R U N K S , V A L I S E S , C A R P E T B A G S &.c„
Z ’ X j - A .Z K T lZ S S f i
Chafes,
Burns,
Boils,
<fec.,
mid
is
good
In
all
cases
where
A
full
assortment
of
all
kinds
ol
weighing
apparatus
F A L L A N D W IN T E R
attached
which
Bakes
admirably.
IXJCIi
C
O
M
P
A
N
Y
’S,
for
sale
wholesale
nr
retail
at
the
lowest
CASH
PBICE.
an
outward
application
is
required.
uid store furniture for sale at low rates. Railroad, Hay,
Those in want of any of the above articles will please
For further particulars see hills accompanying each box. just introduced to the public, nnd manufactured by the
iml Co .. .-t ales set in any purl of the country.
it i compact and simple in its arrangements, consumes nre prepared lo furnish Coruagc nnd Duck of the best
at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
cull.
M ay?, 1857.
"
191y
fuel for the same space healed than any oilier furnace quality, N
P R IC E , 2 3 C E N T S.
BOYNTON,
>
No. 134
M ULTIFORM M OU LD IN G PL A N E Go.,
N. B. Cash and the highest price paid for Hides and less
now i.i use. These Heaters or Furnaces, are for sale, mid
JOSEPH HUDSON, Sole Propietor, Mattnnoiselt,
E BOYNTON, JR
Commercial Block,
Calfskins.
will be put up by the subscribers, and warranted to do all
Mass., and for sale by Dealers in Drugs and Medicines which surpasses all PLANES that have yet been intro
A
F
H
E
R
V
E
Y
)
BOSTON.
16iy
Rockland, Feb. 16, 1857.
8tf
they are recommended o r n o u n its
generally.
duced. The
B U R D I^ N ’ S
J. C. LIBBY & SON.
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and N. WIGRockland, September 16,1857.
36tf
Pressed Boat, Ship, Brad and C ounter
T H O M A S FR Y E ,
J O IN T E R S A X D JA C K S
GIN* Agents for this city and vicinity.
A t X o. 3 L IM E R O C K S T R E E T .
J . P. HALL, only travelling agent.
are made without CHIPS, consequently do not obstruct
sunk
R
ailroad
Spikes
6 in33
September 16, 1857.
S now offering to tbe Ladies
T'lIR
firm
of
INGRAHAM
&
THURSTON
the
S
h
a
v
i n g s . The top of the STOCKS are made o
of Rockland a d vicinity a choice A RE well known in the United States, and are A having been dissolved, the undersigned would re
FFICE N o.4 Kimball Block, overthestore of J. Wake
I R O N making them THINER and still HEAVIER.
JA conspicuous for their regularity and finish, their un spectfully inform iheir friends that they are ready at the
stock o f carefully selected
field DwellingHou.se on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo
C
O
A
L
,
C
O
A
L
.
varying uniformity of size, ami lor the excellent quality of shops recently occupied bv INGRAHAM Ac THURSTON
Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT,
MOULDING, BEAD, MATCH, PLOUGH,
the iron from which they are made, to which u ay be at to receive orders for u 11 kinds of
J. W. BROW N,
will be promptly attended to
43 ly
M illin e ry G oods,
tributed their rare strength. They are everywhere con
■^THITE ASII, suitable for burning in
H O L L O W S A X D R O L 'X D S
Nov. 10 1654.
sidered far superior to the lmnd-mnde spike’ of common
AS
on
hand
a
great
variety
of
CLOAKS
adapted to the approaching season, English iron, and inferior to nothing of the kind yet In and other kinds of work in their line that tnay be wanted
are all so arranged that one handle answers for them nil,
nnd
FU RNACES AND G RA TES,
being much smuller take very much less loom in the
which will be sold wliolesale or retail troduced to the public.
in this vicinity at rates that cannot fall to satisfy any one.
For particulars mid samples, apply to
Chest.
at the lowest price lor CASH. Ladies
C L O A K IN G
G O O D S,
will be sold cheap for C a s h by
PHILO THURSTON & CO.
will please call and Examine before
J, C. LIBBY A SOX.
B L O D C E T , B R O W N A C O .,
ll, SPEAK will sell Sargeant’s Headers at
J oseph I ngraham, J r .,
J onathan S pea r .
in every shade and price.
Rockland, June 25, 1857
26(f
purchasing.
80 and 82 P earl St., Boston, Mnss.
Rockland, Sept. 1857.
• Boston prices by wholesale.
P hilo T hurston .
Rockland,
Sept.
23,
1857.
Wlf
Rockland, Oct. ’
Dec. 18, 1856.
filly
>m41
Rockland, June 17, 1857.
85(f
large stock of

ing a t Rockland nt about 5 o’clock, P. M.
Leaves B A N G O R for B O S T O N D i r e c t every
T h u r s d a y at 11 o'clock A. M., arriving at Rockland at
about 5 o’clock I’. M.
R eturning
Leaves Foster’s South W harf B O S 
T O N D ir e c t fo r B A N G O R and intermediate land
ings on the river, every T u e s d a y nt 5 o’clock, P. M., ar
riving at ROCKLAND every W e d n e s d a y morning nt
about 5 o'clock.
Leaves B O S T O N for P O R T L A N D and B A N 
G O R , every F r i d n y at 5 o'clock I’. M., arriving at
P A N IC
P R IC E S ,
Rockland every S a t u r d a y morning at about 5 o’clock.
F A R E ,- - F r o m R o c k l a n d to B o s to n . $ 1 , 5 0
and will be 6old at corresponding prices.
River Fares as usual. Fr. iglit taken at usual rates.
Please call and buy your Goods lower thau ever at the
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
P. S. Agent’s Office at his residence, No. 5 Elm Street.
Rockland, Dec. 1, 1857.
49tf
RO C K LA N D BOOK STO RE,
46tf
Spofford Block.
B o o k s,
S ta tio n e r y ,
P a p e r H n n g in g a ,
J e w e lr y a n d
F a n c y G ood*
of all kinds.
My Goods were all bought for CASH and at

Oil !

ctob H ’o rk a n d P lu m bin g-

SC H O O L B O O K S.

J.VA'FR.f.V££ C 0.V P.fA T

BRIBGFORD, & CO.,

M H R C I I xl. N T S ,

K. fit. Sfi’IKAK,

C. G. M O F FIT T ’S

Ik.

S c

L IF E

LVSFSScI.YCE

J . C . L IB B Y & 7SO N ^

M cGREGOR

-4©

IMPROVED FURNACE!
Best Portable Furnace ever made.

H

S tores a n d H a rd -J P a re ,

£

CH ICK ERING ’S
E IY X O EO K TES,

TIBF O I S P L V I Y

c

Xj£LZ*sg>

Q

KO(S i L A W KOOK STORE,

C . A N D R E W s ,

Th? E a s te rn . E x p ress Co.,

F O R

F

SALE,

A

THORNDIKE HOTEL,

~

R eady-M ade C lothing,

B H -A ’ A N T T ’S

G EO . L. H A T C H ,

IN D E P E N D E N T

: SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
IB BSfitCIIANT,

EX PRESS'

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.

J

and Ship

CHALLENGE HEATER.

MONUMENTS. GRAVE STONES

H U D S O N ’S

BLOKERS.

L im e Isla n d (o r Sale.

AMERICAN SALVE

T

F A IR B A N K S ’

L o a t li c r

S t o» a? o .

BURN

O IN T M E N T

HOUSE AND SHIP JO IN ERS’

CosmaiiwsioBs Ilc r c h n n ls,

M IL L IN E R Y .
H . H A .T C H ,

N otice.

I

C e a s ti-n & is ,

CLOAKING GOODS.

Physician and Surgeon,

O

H

COAL,

Sargent’s Straders.

E

A tte n tio n

